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This paper contains a discussion of cocyclic Hadamard matrices, their associated
relative difference sets, and regular group actions. Nearly all central extensions of
the elementary abelian 2-groups by Z2 are shown to act regularly on the associated
group divisible design of the Sylvester Hadamard matrices. Cocyclic orthogonal
designs are then introduced, and the construction and classification questions for
cocyclic M-concordant systems of orthogonal designs are addressed. (M-concor-
dance generalises the concepts of amicability and anti-amicability.) We give an
algebraic procedure for constructing and classifying these designs when each
indeterminate is constrained to appear just once in each row and column of the
orthogonal designs. This paper also gives a general (but apparently not comprehen-
sive) method for constructing systems with no zero entries. In particular, we obtain
a cocyclic pair of amicable OD(16; 8, 8). Using this pair of designs, we prove there
is a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of order 2ts for any odd integer s>1 and any
tw8 log2 sx. A consequence of our argument is the theorem, ‘‘Let S be any group
of odd order s containing k prime order subgroups Si of S such that (1) for i=
0, ..., k&1, the sets Ui=Si+1Si+2 } } } Sk are subgroups of S, (2) for i=0, ..., k&1,
Si & U i=(1) , and (3) U0=S. Let T be any group of order 2t+1 containing a central
involution z such that (1) T(z) is elementary abelian, and (2) the largest elementary
abelian direct factor of T has rank between 4 log2 s and t&2&4 log2 s. Then there is
a normal relative difference set of size 2ts with forbidden subgroup (z) in the group
T_S.’’ The condition on S holds for any group of odd square-free order or any direct
product of odd order elementary abelian groups.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hadamard [5] conjectured that there is a Hadamard matrix of order 4t
for any positive integer t. Seberry [16] proved the following asymptotic
result: for every odd integer t and any integer a>2 log2 t, there is a
Hadamard matrix of order 2at. This result and later improvements are
central to a problem which has generated a substantial literature [13].
More recently, de Launey and Horadam [11], noting the existence of
cocyclic Hadamard matrices for all orders 4t with t=1, 2, ..., 25, conjec-
tured that cocyclic Hadamard matrices exist for all positive integral t. This
conjecture implies Hadamard’s conjecture and also implies a very dense
class of normal relative difference sets and group divisible designs with a
regular group action.
Let Zn denote the cyclic group of order n, and let En denote the order
n direct product of elementary abelian groups. Let D8 denote the dihedral
group of order 8 and let Q8 denote the quaternion group. Let Ak denote
the amalgamated direct product D8  D8  } } }  D8  Q8 of order
22k+1 obtained by identifying the unique central involutions in each of the
component groups, and let Ck denote the amalgamated product Ak  Z4
of order 22k+2 obtained by identifying the unique central involutions in the
two components. These groups are closely related to the extra-special
2-groups. An extra-special 2-group is a 2-group R whose center, com-
mutator subgroup and Frattini subgroup all equal (z) for some central
involution z in R. The group Ak is extra-special whereas Ck is not.
We will say a finite group S can be factored into k prime order subgroups,
if there are k prime order subgroups Si of S such that (1) for i=0, ..., k&1,
the sets Ui=Si+1S i+2 } } } Sk are subgroups of S, (2) for i=0, ..., k&1,
Ui & Si=(1) , and (3) U0=S. Note that En may always be factored into
prime order subgroups.
We use the notation NRDS(v, k, *, m) to denote a normal relative dif-
ference set of size k in a group of size v with forbidden subgroup of size m
and index *. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. 1. Let q be any odd prime power, and suppose there are
positive integers a and b such that
2k+1=a(q&3)+b(q+1).
Let K be the group Ak+1 , if q#1 (mod 4), or the group Ck+1 otherwise. Let
z be the central involution in K. Then there is a cocyclic Hadamard matrix
with extension group Eq_Z2k2 _K and index group Eq_Z
2k
2 _K(z) .
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2. For any odd positive integer s, and any integer tw8 log2 sx, there
exists a cocyclic Hadamard matrix with index group Es_Z t2 .
3. Let S be any group of odd order s which may be factored into prime
order subgroups.1 Suppose that T is any central extension of Z2 by Z t2 , and
that T contains a central elementary abelian 2-group with at least s4 elements
and an extra special 2-group with at least 8s4 elements. If z is the central
involution in the extra-special 2-group, then there is a normal relative dif-
ference set of size 2ts with forbidden subgroup (z) in the group T_S.
This theorem has implications for the existence of Ito’s ‘‘Hadamard’’
groups. Ito has written a series of papers on these groups. See, for example,
[9, 10]. For a discussion of the connection between these groups and
cocyclic Hadamard matrices, see [3] and [2].
The paper is divided into two parts. The first part proves
Theorem 1.2. Let F be the set of groups [Z2i2 | i=1, 2, ...].
1. Let R be a central extension of Z2 by Zk2 . The Sylvester Hadamard
matrix of order 2k has a cocycle with extension group equal to R if and only
if R is not isomorphic to any of the groups in F _ [D8].
2. The automorphism group of the associated group divisible design of
the Sylvester Hadamard matrix of order 2k contains as regular subgroups
every extension of Z2 by Zk2 not isomorphic to any of the groups in F.
3. An extension of Z2 by Zk2 contains a NRDS(2
k+1, 2k, 2k&1, 2) if
and only if it is not isomorphic to any of the groups in F _ [D8]. The group
D8 contains a RDS(8, 4, 2, 2) which is not normal.
This part gives a detailed discussion of binary 2-cocycles and the basic
design theory of cocyclic Hadamard matrices. For an overlapping discus-
sion see [3]. It also classifies the ‘‘pure Hadamard collection cocycles’’ and
determines the extension groups of the Hadamard cocycles over Zk2 . The
second part introduces and studies ‘‘cocyclic systems of concordant
orthogonal designs.’’ When each indeterminate appears at most once in
each row of the constituent designs, the cocyclic system is shown to be
equivalent to a sequence of elements which are in a central extension of Z2
by an elementary abelian 2-group and which satisfy specific constraints on
their pairwise commutators. This leads to a good understanding of cocyclic
systems of concordant OD(n; 1ki). Next a construction is introduced to
remove (at the cost of increasing the order of the design) the zero entries
from the constituent designs. A cocyclic pair of amicable OD(16; 8, 8) is
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1 We may always take S equal to Es , and, by Lemma 10.2, if s is (odd) square-free, then
we can take S to be any group of order s.
obtained thereby, and properties of the quadratic character of odd charac-
teristic finite fields are then exploited to prove Theorem 1.1.
2. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES I
In this section, we cover the algebraic preliminaries needed to prove
Theorem 1.2.
2.1. Binary 2-Cocycles and Extensions of Z2
This subsection covers the basic theory about extensions of groups and
cohomology needed in this paper. For a more complete account see, for
example, [6, 12].
Let G be a finite group. Let Z2 denote the multiplicative group [1, &1].
A normalised binary 2-cocycle f : G_G  Z2 is a map satisfying the
equations
(a) f (x, 1)= f (1, y)=1 and (b) f (x, y) f (xy, w)= f (x, yw) f ( y, w).
(1)
If f only satisfies (b) then it is said to be unnormalised. These properties
allow the construction of an extension group E( f ) on the set of ordered
pairs [(x, a) | x # G, a # Z2] under the operation
(x, a)( y, b)=(xy, f (x, y) ab). (2)
We examine this construction more closely. The element z=(1, &1) is
central in E( f ). Moreover, since (z) is normal in E( f ), we may form the
factor group E( f )(z). It is routine to verify that this group is isomorphic
to G. Specifically, the map ?0 : E( f )  G such that ?0((x, a))=x is a
homomorphism from E( f ) onto G with kernel equal to (z). Now recall
that a transversal of a subgroup N of a group R is a complete set of distinct
coset representatives of N in R. We see that the set D0=[(x, 1) | x # G] is
a transversal of the subgroup (z) in E( f ). Moreover, if we define the
transversal map {0 : G  E( f ) so that {0(x)=(x, 1), then Eq. (2) implies
that
z(1& f (x, y))2={0(xy)&1 {0(x) {0( y) (3)
We note that {0 is the unique injection from G to E( f ) such that
{0(G)=D0 and ?0 b {0=identity map on G.
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Conversely, given a transversal D of a central involution z in a finite group
R and a projection homomorphism ?: R  G with Ker ?=(z) , we may
define a transversal map {: G  D/R via the equation
? b {=identity map on G
and define the cocycle f{ : G_G  Z2 by the equation
z(1& f{(x, y))2={(xy)&1 {(x) {( y). (4)
We will say f{ may be obtained via ?, D, z and R. For example, the cocycle
f may be obtained via ?0 , D0 , (1, &1) and E( f ).
In this paper, we will often begin with a central involution and group
which are determined by certain combinatorial constraints, use the above
process to construct a 2-cocycle and thereby obtain a combinatorial design.
Based on our construction process we will then deduce uniqueness of the
‘‘cocyclic’’ design modulo the usual design theoretic equivalence operations.
In order to do so, we must be certain that every possible binary 2-cocycle
may be obtained via the above construction, and in addition we must have
a precise understanding of the relationship between any two 2-cocycles
obtained via the same involution and group. The remainder of this section
is aimed at meeting the second requirement.2
We note that f{ is normalised if and only if 1 # D. Throughout the
remainder of this section we will suppose 1 # D. Let C(z, R) denote the set
of normalised 2-cocycles obtained via ?, D, z and R for some epimorphism
?: R  G and some transversal D of z in R. We may also define the sets
C(D, z, R) and C(?, z, R) similarly, so that
C(z, R)=.
?
C(?, z, R)=.
D
C(D, z, R). (5)
Comparison of Eqs. (3) and (4) reveals that the map ,{ : R  E( f{) defined
by the equation
,{({(x) zc)=(x, (&1)c) (6)
is an isomorphism mapping z to (1, &1). Conversely, if there is an
isomorphism ,: E( f )  R such that ,((1, &1))=z, then f may be obtained
via ?=?0 b ,&1, D=,(D0), z and R, and hence f # C(z, R). So
C(z, R)=[ f | there is an isomorphism of R to E( f ) mapping z to (1, &1)]
(7)
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2 Since the cocycle f may be obtained via ?0 , D0 , (1, &1) and E( f ), we have already met
the first requirement.
Now consider how f{ varies if we fix the transversal D but allow the pro-
jection ? to vary. Let ?: R  G and : R  G be homomorphisms with
kernels equal to (z) , and suppose that {: G  D/R and _: G  D/R are
transversal maps such that
? b {= b _=identity map on G.
Set := b {. Applying  to both sides of Eq. (4) shows that : is an
endomorphism on G. Indeed, : is an automorphism.3
Note also that for all y # D, we have _ b ( y)= y; so
{=_ b  b {=_ b :
and, by Eq. (4), we have
z(1& f{(x, y))2={(xy)&1 {(x) {( y)
=_ b :(xy)&1 _ b :(x) _ b :( y)
=_(:(x) :( y))&1 _(:(x)) _(:( y))
=z(1& f_(:(x), :( y)))2.
Let Aut(G) denote the group of automorphisms of G. If f is a 2-cocycle of
G and : # Aut(G), let f: denote the map (x, y) [ f (:(x), :( y)). We have for
any transversal D of z in R
f # C(D, z, R)  C(D, z, R)=[ f: | : # Aut(G)]. (8)
Now fix the projection map ?: R  G and allow the transversal D of z in
R to vary. There are exactly 2 |G|&1 choices for D. Suppose {: G  R and
_: G  R are normalised transversal maps (so {(1)=_(1)=1) satisfying
? b {=? b _=identity on G.
Since {(x) _(x)&1 # (z) for all x # G, we may define a map \: G  Z2 via
z(1&\(x))2={(x) _(x).
Note that \(1)=1. Using Eq. (4), we find that
f{(x, y)=\(x) \( y) \(xy)&1 f_(x, y).
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3 1=:(x)= b {(x)  {(x) # (z)  {(x)=1  x=1, since {(G) is a transversal of (z)
containing 1.
It is easily verified that the function h\ : G_G  Z2 defined by the equation
h\(x, y)=\(x) \( y) \(xy)&1
satisfies Eq. (1). The functions h\ for arbitrary functions \: G  Z2 are
known as principal cocycles (or coboundaries). Two cocycles f and f $ are
said to be cohomologically equivalent if there is some function \: G  Z2
such that for all x, y # G
f (x, y)=h\(x, y) f $(x, y).
Let E( f ) denote the cohomological equivalence class of f. Then we deduce
from the above discussion that C(?, z, R) is a union of cohomological
equivalence classes, i.e.,
f # C(?, z, R)  C(?, z, R)=E( f ). (9)
Now let
C( f )= .
: # Aut(G)
E( f:).
Then we show below that
f # C(z, R)  C(z, R)=C( f ). (10)
Equivalently, C(z, R) is a union of cohomological equivalence classes
which is closed under the operation f [ f: where : is any automorphism
of G. We now prove Eq. (10). Suppose that f is obtained via ?, D, z, and
R. By Eq. (8), for each : # Aut G, there is a projection ? such that f: is
obtained via ?, D, z, and R, and for each projection ?, there is an : # Aut G
such that f: is obtained via ?, D, z, and R. By Eq. (9), f: is obtained via
?, D, z, and R if and only if E( f:)=C(?, z, R). Therefore
C(z, R)=.
?
C(?, z, R)= .
: # Aut G
E( f:)=C( f ).
The following proposition encapsulates our discussion.
Proposition 2.1. Let f be a binary 2-cocycle over a finite group G and
let z be a central involution in a finite group R; then C(z, R)=C( f ) if and
only if f # C(z, R) if and only if there is an isomorphism of R to E( f ) map-
ping z to (1, &1).
Proof. Combine Eqs. (10) and (7). K
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2.2. Collection Cocycles
Suppose R is a finite group containing a central involution z. Suppose
G=R(z) is abelian with irredundant generating set a1 , a2 , ..., ak and
presentation
G=(a1 , ..., ak | amii =1, aj ai=a iaj) , (11)
where m1m2 } } } mk is the order of G. Let ? be the projection map onto G.
Choose b1 , b2 , ..., bk # R so that ?(bi)=a i for i=1, 2, ..., k. Then R has a
presentation of the form
R=(b1 , ..., bk , z | bmii =z
qii, b jbi=bi bjzqij, z2=1, zbi=biz) , (12)
where qij # [0, 1] for 1i, jn with ji. A presentation of this form is
called a power-commutator (or polycyclic) presentation (see [14] for a dis-
cussion). A process called collection can be used to reduce an arbitrary
product of generators into an equivalent collected form br11 } } } b
rk
k z
e where
0ri<mi and 0e<2. For brevity we use the exponent vector notation
br to denote b r11 } } } b
rk
k . So the map ?: b
r  ar induces an epimorphism. Now
suppose we choose the transversal map {: G  R defined by
{(ar)=br, (13)
then f{(x, y)=(&1)s where s is the exponent of z appearing in the
collected form for {(x) {( y). Specifically, for j>i,
f{(aj , ai)=(&1)qij. (14)
For i=1, ..., k and 0ri , si<mi ,
f{(arii , a
si
i )=(&1)
w(ri+si)mix qii, (15)
and
f{(ar, as)= ‘
k
i=1 _ f{(a
ri
i , a
si
i ) ‘
k
j=i+1
f{(a j , ai)si rj& . (16)
Because of the way it can be calculated, we call such a cocycle a collection
cocycle.
Proposition 2.2. For any cocycle f: G_G  Z2 with G abelian there is
a collection cocycle f $ such that C( f )=C( f $).
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Proof. Following on from the discussion above, we note that C(z, R)=
C( f{). Since R and z were perfectly general, the proposition follows. K
We note that when G is Zk2 , the quantities ri and si in Eqs. (14), (15),
and (16) are either 0 or 1, and then those equations reduce to the single
equation
f{(ar, as)=(&1)sQr
T
, (17)
where Q is the upper triangular binary matrix with (i, j)th entry equal to
qij for i j.
3. COCYCLIC HADAMARD MATRICES
3.1. Basic Facts
A Hadamard matrix H is an n_n (1, &1)-matrix such that
HHT=nIn .
If P and Q are n_n signed permutation matrices, then PHQ is also a
Hadamard matrix. The set of all such matrices is the equivalence class of H.
Now suppose that for some map g: G  Z2 and some cocycle f over G,
the Hadamard matrix H contains in its equivalence class a matrix of the
form
F=[ g(xy) f (x, y)]x, y # G .
We say H is cocyclic over G with cocycle f, and that H has cocycle f, index
group G, and extension group R=E( f ). The cocycle f is called a Hadamard
cocycle. If g(a)=1 for all a # G, then F is said to be pure cocyclic with
cocycle f. In this case, f is said to be a pure Hadamard cocycle. For any
Hadamard matrix H, we let C(H) denote the set of cocycles of H, and we
let P(H) denote the set of pure Hadamard cocycles of H. A consequence of
the following result is that either of these sets is empty if and only if H is
not cocyclic.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be any finite group, let f: G_G  Z2 be any nor-
malised cocycle, and let H be any Hadamard matrix. Then the following
statements hold.
1. f # C(H)  C( f )/C(H).
2. E( f ) & C(H){<  E( f ) & P(H){<.
3. f # P(H)  [ f: | : # Aut(G)]/P(H).
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4. A cocycle f: G_G  Z2 is pure Hadamard if and only if for all non-
identity elements w in G
:
x # G
f (w, x)=0. (18)
Proof. Let \: G  Z2 be a map, and let : be any automorphism of G.
Then the matrix
H=[ g(xy) f (x, y)]x, y # G
is equivalent to the matrix
[\(xy) g b :(xy) h\(x, y) f (:(x), :( y))]x, y # G .
So f $=h\ f: is in C(H) if and only if f # C(H). If f # C(H), then taking
\= g b :, forces f $ to be in P(H). If f # P(H), then taking \= g=trivial
map, confirms that f: is in P(H). Finally, set K=[ f (x, y)]x, y # G . Then the
( y, wy)th entry of KKT is given by
:
x # G
f (wy, x) f ( y, x)= f (w, y) :
x # G
f (w, yx)= f (w, y) :
x # G
f (w, x).
So f is pure Hadamard if and only if Eq. (18) holds for all non-identity
elements w in G. K
In the light of Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.1.1, a key question to ask
is which central involutions in which central extensions determine
Hadamard cocycles. Also, by Proposition 2.2 in order to discover the
extension groups of the Hadamard matrices over an abelian group G, it is
sufficient to do the same for the Hadamard collection cocycles over G.
3.2. Hadamard Cocycles and Relative Difference Sets
We now discuss a relationship between cocyclic Hadamard matrices and
normal relative difference sets. A cardinality k partial transversal D of an
order m subgroup M of an order v group R is said to be a relative dif-
ference set in R relative to the forbidden subgroup M with index *=
k(k&1)(v&m) if each element in R"M is expressible as a quotient of
elements of D in exactly * ways. If M is normal in R we say D is normal.
We use the notation NRDS(v, k, *, m). If M is not normal in R, then we
use the notation RDS(v, k, *, m). If M=(1) , then D is said to be a
difference set. We use the notation DS(v, k, *).
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Theorem 3.2. Let D be a transversal of the subgroup generated by a
central involution z in a finite group R. The following three statements are
equivalent.
1. The transversal D is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with forbidden
subgroup (z).
2. C(D, z, R) contains a pure Hadamard cocycle.
3. Every cocycle in C(D, z, R) is pure Hadamard.
In particular, there is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with forbidden subgroup (z)
of order 2 if and only if there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, R).
Proof. Let ?: R  G be an epimorphism with Ker ?=(z) , and let
{: G  R be the transversal map determined by D. Notice that the elements
of D are naturally indexed by the elements of G (i.e., D={(G)), and that
each element of R"(z) may be written uniquely in the form {(w) zc where
w is a non-identity element of G and c # [0, 1]. So D is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2)
if and only if for each non-identity element w # G and each c # [0, 1] there
exist exactly t ordered pairs (x, y) such that
{(x) {( y)&1={(w) zc,
that is (using Eq. (4)),
{(wy) zc+(1& f{(w, y))2={(x).
Equivalently, for each non-identity element w # G and each c # [0, 1] there
exist exactly t elements y in G such that
f{(w, y)=(&1)c.
Equivalently, for each non-identity element w # G
:
y # G
f{(w, y)=0.
This shows there exists a pure Hadamard cocycle (namely f{) in C(D, z, R)
if and only if D is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with forbidden subgroup (z).
So parts (1) and (2) are equivalent. Theorem 3.1(3) taken with Eq. (8)
implies parts (2) and (3) are equivalent.
We now prove the final statement of the theorem. By the equivalence of
parts (1) and (2), D is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with forbidden subgroup
(z) if and only if C(D, z, R)/C(z, R) contains a pure Hadamard cocycle.
Conversely, given a Hadamard cocycle f in C(z, R)=C( f )/C(H ), we
have E( f ) & C(H) is non-empty; so, by Theorem 3.1(2), E( f ) & P(H ) is
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non-empty, and there is a pure Hadamard cocycle f $ in E( f )/C(z, R).
Since C(z, R)=D C(D, z, R), we may choose D such that f $ is in
C(D, z, R); then, by the equivalence of parts (1) and (2), D is a
NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with forbidden subgroup (z). K
There is at least one group which contains a RDS(4t, 2t, t, 2), but no
NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2). The dihedral group D8=(a, b | a4=1, b2=1, ab=a3)
contains the RDS(8, 4, 2, 2) D=[1, a, a3, b], but no NRDS(8, 4, 2, 2): a2 is
the only central involution; there are only 16 transversals of (a2) , and
none of these is a relative difference set. It would be interesting to see how
often groups have an RDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) but no NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2).
3.3. Hadamard Cocycles and the Automorphism Group of H
Our goal now is to obtain a characterisation of C(H ) in terms of the
automorphism group of a group divisible design derived from H.
We recall some standard design theory and then apply it to cocyclic
Hadamard matrices. A group divisible design D=(P, 6, L) is a collection
L of v k-subsets (called lines) of a v-set P (whose elements are called
points) and a partition 6 of P into m-sets (called point classes or groups)
such that any two points in distinct point classes are contained together in
precisely *=k(k&1)(v&m) lines.4 Here we insist that k is bigger than
one; so * is positive. We use the notation GDD(v, k, *, m).
An automorphism of D is a permutation on the points which induces a
permutation on the lines. (Note that, since * is non-zero, any such per-
mutation induces a permutation on the point classes.) The automorphisms
form a group Aut D under composition of permutations. A regular sub-
group of Aut D is an order v subgroup which acts transitively on the set of
points and transitively on the set of lines.
Standard theory states that a RDS(v, k, *, m) D in a group R with
forbidden subgroup M yields a GDD(v, k, *, m), denoted by Dev D, where
P=R, 6=[Gx=[ yx | y # M] | x # R] and L=[Dx=[xd | d # D] |
x # R]. We note that an incidence matrix for the design Dev D is given by
I(Dev D)=[a(x, y)]x, y # R ,
where
a(x, y)={10
if y&1x # D,
otherwise.
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4 Note that the definition of * forces each point class and each line to intersect in at most
one point.
Moreover, Aut Dev D contains a copy of R as a regular subgroup. Here
a # R corresponds to the automorphism which maps the point indexed by
x to the point indexed by ax and which moves the line Dx to the line Dax .
Conversely, given a GDD(v, k, *, m) D and group of automorphisms R
acting regularly on D, it is easy to construct the relative difference set D for
which Dev D equals D. Pick a point P on a line L. By regularity, given any
point Q there is a unique x # R such that Q=x(P), and, given any line K
there is a unique x # R such that K=x(L). Take D to be the set [x # R |
x(P) # L]. We have yx(P) # y(L)  P # L; so y(L)=[ yx(P) | x # D]. Since
xy&1=w for x, y # D and w # R"M
 x=wy for x, y # D and w # R"M
 x(P) # w(L) & L
the incidence properties of D imply that D is an RDS(v, k, *, m).
Now if M is normal then the point classes correspond to the left cosets
of M, and an element x # R fixes each point class setwise if and only if it
is in M. (Proof. xy # yM if and only if x # M y=M.) Hence, the submatrix
indexed by the row indexes in xM and the column indexes in yM is either
zero or a permutation matrix. It follows that when D is an NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2),
we have for some indexing order
I(Dev D)=A(H ),
where
2A(H )=J4t+_ H&H
&H
H&
is an incidence matrix for the associated GDD(4t, 2t, t, 2) D(H ) of some
Hadamard matrix H of order 4t. Moreover, the generator z0 of M acts on
A(H ) by interchanging the points in each point class. Now every
automorphism of A(H ) must preserve the point classes because each point
class consists of a pair of points which lie on no common line. Since the
point classes are the orbits of the automorphism z0 , one deduces that z0 is
central in Aut A(H ). So, if z0 is contained in some group R acting regularly
on Aut A(H), then R contains an RDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) whose forbidden sub-
group is (z) 0 which is normal in R. Thus we have
R is a regular subgroup of Aut A(H ) containing z0
 R contains a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) D with Dev D=D(H ).
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By Theorem 3.2, the subset D is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with forbidden
subgroup (z0) if and only if every cocycle f{ in C(D={(G), z0 , R) is pure
Hadamard. Observe that the ({(x) zc0 , ({( y) z
d
0)
&1)th element of I(Dev D) is
1 if and only if {(x) zc0{( y) z
d
0={(xy) if and only if f{(x, y)=(&1)
c+d. So
A(H ) is equivalent to A([ f{(x, y)]x, y # G), and f{ is a pure cocycle of H.
Therefore
D is a NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) in R with Dev D=D(H )
 C(D, z0 , R) & P(H ){<,
and, by the equivalence (18), we have the following equivalences.
R is a regular subgroup of Aut A(H ) containing z0
 _D s.t. C(D, z0 , R) & P(H ){<
 _f # C(z0 , R) & P(H ) (by Eq. (5))
 _f # C(z0 , R) & C(H ) (by Proposition 3.1(2))
 C(z0 , R)=C( f )/C(H ) (by Propositions 3.1(1) and 2.1)
Theorem 3.3. Let H be a Hadamard matrix, and let z0 be the involution
in Aut A(H ) which interchanges the points in each point class of A(H ). Then
C(H )= .
z0 # R
R/Aut A(H ) regular
C(z0 , R).
An implication of this result is that, given a Hadamard matrix of
moderate size, we can use computational algebra packages to search its
automorphism group for regular subgroups and thereby decide whether it
is cocyclic and what the extension groups are.
3.4. In the Group Ring
At this point it is expedient to work in an integral group ring. If S is a
subset of a finite group G it is usual to let S also denote the element a # S a
in the integral group ring Z(G). Following a number of authors, we let
S (&1) denote the element a # S a&1 of Z(G).
In this notation a subset D of a group G is a difference set
DS(4t2, 2t2\t, t2\t) in G if and only if
DD(&1)=(t2\t)(G"[1])+(2t2\t) } 1. (19)
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Similarly a subset E of a group R is an RDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) with forbidden
group (z) if and only if
EE (&1)=t(R"(z) )+2t } 1. (20)
The difference sets D satisfying Eq. (19) have special group ring properties
not possessed by other difference sets. These properties stem from the
correspondence between these difference sets and Hadamard matrices with
a particular type of regular group action. Such difference sets are often
called Menon difference sets although he was not the first to study these
objects. The relative difference sets E satisfying Eq. (20) also enjoy special
group ring properties not possessed by other relative difference sets. This is
not so surprising since these relative difference sets E correspond to
Hadamard matrices whose associated group divisible designs have a par-
ticular kind of regular group action. In this section, we discuss these special
properties.
Dillon [1, Section 3] considered the associate
D*= :
a # D
a& :
a  D
a=2D&G
of the set D. A calculation in the group ring Z(G) proves that a subset D
of G is a DS(4t2, 2t2\t, t2\t) in G if and only if its associate satisfies
D*D*(&1)=4t2.
Suppose that z is central in a group R; then a similar calculation in the
group ring Z(R) proves that E is an RDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) with forbidden group
(z) if and only if
E*E*(&1)=4t(1&z).
Notice that, because E is a transversal of (z) in R, we have
E*=E(1&z).
Now if R=G_(z) , we may apply the ring epimorphism ,: Z(R)  Z(G)
where z [ &1 to obtain a (1, &1)-element D*=,(E) such that
D*D*(&1)=2t. By Dillon’s observation, t must be twice a square, and D*
must be the associate of a difference set with the appropriate parameters.
Theorem 3.4. There exists a RDS(4t, 2t, t, 2) with forbidden group (z)
in G_(z) if and only if s=- t2 is integral and there exists a DS(4s2,
2s2+s, s2+s) in G.
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Now suppose that G contains two subgroups G1 and G2 such that
G=G1G2 and G1 & G2=(1);
then we write G=G1 } G2 . Dillon noted that, if D1 is a DS(4t2, 2t2+t,
t2+t) in G1 and D2 is a DS(4s2, 2s2+s, s2+s, 2) in G2 , then D1*D2*
satisfies an instance of the Eq. (19) and indeed is the associate of a
DS(4(2st)2, 2(2st)2+(2ts), (2st)2+(2st)) in G.
A similar composition rule applies for NRDS(4t, 2t, t, 2). Note that this
is the first time in this section that we have had to insist that E is normal.
Suppose that R is a group of order 8t1t2 containing a central involution
z and containing two groups R1 and R2 of respective orders 4t1 and 4t2 ,
such that
R=R1R2 and R1 & R2=(z). (21)
We will say that R=R1 hz R2 . When we only wish to specify the
isomorphism classes of the groups R and S rather than the precise sub-
groups, we write R$S hz T to indicate that for the involution z # R there
are subgroups R1 $S and R2 $T of R satisfying Eqs. (21). If we do not
wish to specify the involution z, we just write R$S h T. Notice that the
statements R$S h T and U$S h T do not imply that the groups R and
U are isomorphic.
Example 3.1. Write Q8=(a, b, z | a2=b2=z, z2=1, ba=abz) , and
let R1=(a) and R2=(b), then Q8=R1 hz R2 ; so Q8 $Z4 h Z4 .
Moreover, it is easy to see that Z2_Z4 $Z4 h Z4 , while it is obvoius that
Q8 $3 Z2_Z4 .
Now suppose that, for i=1, 2, Ri contains RDS(4ti , 2ti , ti , 2) Di with
forbidden subgroup (z) , and put D*=D1D2(1&z). Then
D*D*(&1)=D1 D2*D2*(&1)D (&1)1
=D1 4t1(1&z) D (&1)1
=2t1 D1(1&z)(1&z) D (&1)1
=2t1 D1*D1*(&1)
=8t1 t2(1&z).
It is also clear that D* is the associate of a subset of R; so we may deduce
the following composition theorem from the last statement of Theorem 3.2.
Since we are using this product as a means to composing relative difference
sets, we will adopt the convention that (1) h G=G.
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Theorem 3.5. Suppose a finite group R equals S hz T for some sub-
groups S and T of R. Suppose also that there are Hadamard cocycles in
C(z, S) and in C(z, T ); then there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, R).
Finally, we mention that there is a hybrid composition rule which allows
us to combine the two types of sets. Suppose a finite group R equals S } T
for some subgroup T of order 4t2 and some subgroup S of order 4s
containing a central involution z. If D1 /S is a NRDS(4s, 2s, s, 2) with
forbidden subgroup (z) , and D2 /T is a DS(4t2, 2t2+t, t2+t). Then
D*=D1*D2* is the associate of a NRDS(16st2, 8st2, 4st2, 2) in R with
forbidden subgroup (z). In particular, we have
Theorem 3.6. Suppose a finite group R equals S } T for some subgroup T
of order 4t2 and some subgroup S containing a central involution z. If C(z, S)
contains a Hadamard cocycle and T contains a DS(4t2, 2t2+t, t2+t), then
C(z, R) contains a Hadamard cocycle.
4. HADAMARD COLLECTION COCYCLES OVER Zk2
In 1867, Sylvester [15] identified the following class of Hadamard
matrices:
H0=1 Hk+1=_HkHk
Hk
&Hk& .
Let Vk denote the binary vector space of dimension k. If we index the ith
(i=0, ..., 2k&1) row and column of Hk by the binary vector (r1 , r2 , ..., rk)
# Vk where i=ki=1 2
i&1ri , then
Hk=[(&1)r } s]r, s # Vk .
Here r } s is the inner product of r, s # Vk . Sylvester’s matrix is then easily
seen to be cocyclic over Zk2 . Write Z
k
2=(a1 , a2 , ..., ak | a
2
i =1, aiaj=aj ai).
Using vector exponent notation, define f : Zk2 _Z
k
2  Z2 by f (a
r, as)=
(&1)r } s; then
f (ar, as) f (ar+s, au)=(&1)r } s+r } u+s } u= f (as, au) f (ar, as+u).
Notice that f may be obtained by taking the upper-triangular matrix Q in
Eq. (17) equal to the identity matrix Ik . Therefore, f is a pure Hadamard
collection cocycle. In this section, we show that every pure Hadamard
collection cocycle (over an abelian group) may be obtained by taking Q in
Eq. (17) equal to an invertible upper-triangular matrix. It follows that
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every pure Hadamard collection cocycle is a Hadamard cocycle of a
Sylvester Hadamard matrix. Moreover, we show that for every Hadamard
extension group R of Zk2 , there is a not necessarily upper-triangular inver-
tible binary matrix N such that R=E( f ) for f (x, y)=(&1) yNxT. It follows
that every Hadamard extension group of an elementary abelian 2-group is
an extension group of a Sylvester Hadamard matrix. The section concludes
with a proof of Theorem 1.2.
4.1. Pure Hadamard Collection Cocycles
We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a finite abelian group and f : G_G  Z2 a collec-
tion cocycle. Then f is pure Hadamard if and only if, for some k and for some
invertible upper triangular binary matrix Q, there is an isomorphism
,: Vk  G such that
f (,(x), ,( y))=(&1) yQxT. (22)
Proof. Since f is a collection cocycle, we may write
G=(a1 , ..., ak | amii =1, aj ai=a iaj) , (23)
where m1m2 } } } mk is the order of G;
R=(b1 , ..., bk , z | bmii =z
qii, b jbi=bi bjzqij, z2=1, zbi=biz) , (24)
where qij # [0, 1] for 1i, jn with ji; and
f (ar, as)= ‘
k
i=1 _ f (a
ri
i , a
si
i ) ‘
k
j=i+1
f (aj , ai)si rj& . (25)
We first show that if f is pure Hadamard, then mi=2 and qii=1 for all
i=1, ..., k. Sum both sides of Eq. (25) over as # G, and write the resulting
sum of products as a product of sums to obtain
S(r)= :
s=(s1 , ..., sk)
f (ar, as)= ‘
k
i=1 _ :
mi&1
si=0
{ f (arii , a sii ) ‘
k
j=i+1
f (aj , ai)sirj=& .
Observe that
S(1, 0, ..., 0)= :
m1&1
s1=0
f (a1 , as11 )=m1&1+(&1)
q11;
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so m1=2 and q11=1. Now fix l so that 1<lk. Suppose that m i=2 and
qii=1 for 1i<l; then for all r1 , ..., rl&1 , where 1ri<mi ,
S(r1 , ..., rl&1 , 1, 0, ..., 0)
=_ ‘
l&1
i=1 { :
mi&1
si=0
(&1)si j=i
l&1 qij rj=&_ :
ml&1
sl=0
f (al , a
sl
l )&_ ‘
k
i=l+1
mi& . (26)
The first of the three grouped terms above is certainly non-zero if, for all
i=1, ..., l&1,
:
l&1
j=i
q ijrj #0 (mod 2).
By our assumption, qii=1 for all 1i<l; therefore we may solve for rj so
that the first grouped term of Eq. (26) is non-zero. By Theorem 3.1(4),
S(r1 , ..., rl&1 , 1, 0, ..., 0) must be zero for any choice of r j , hence the
quantity
:
ml&1
s
l
=0
f (al , a
sl
l )=ml&1+(&1)
qll (27)
is zero, and this can only occur if ml=2 and qll=1. By induction, a
collection cocycle f is pure Hadamard only if mi=2 and qii=1 for
i=1, ..., k.
In particular, f is pure Hadamard only if G is an elementary abelian
2-group. By Eq. (17), we have
f (ar, as)=(&1)sQrT,
where Q is the upper triangular binary matrix with (i, j)th entry equal to
qij for i j. Observe that
:
s
f (ar, as)=:
s
(&1)sQr
T
={2
k
0
if r # Ker Q
otherwise.
By Theorem 3.1(4), f is pure Hadamard if and only if Ker Q=[0]. But Q
is invertible if and only if qii=1 for i=1, ..., k. In summary, f is a pure
Hadamard collection cocycle if and only if f (ar, as)=(&1)sQrT for some
invertible upper triangular binary matrix Q. K
4.2. Extension Groups of Pure Hadamard Collection Cocycles
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a finite abelian group. There is a pure Hadamard
collection cocycle f over G with extension group R if and only if G is elementary
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abelian and R is a non-elementary abelian extension of Z2 by Zk2 not
isomorphic to D8_Zk&22 .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we only need to consider the case where
G$Zk2 . To complete the proof it is sufficient to show that if the presenta-
tion (24) of R is not of the right form then it can be put in the right form
if and only if R$3 D8_Zk&22 . We need to find a presentation of R which
has qii=1 for i=1, ..., k; i.e., we need to find a generating set for R contain-
ing only elements of order 4. Notice that this is impossible if R is elemen-
tary abelian (in accordance with the theorem); so we may suppose
R$3 Zk+12 . Relabel and reorder (if necessary) the generators of R so that,
omitting the relators defining z as a central element,
R=(a1 , ..., am , b1 , ..., bk&m , z | a2i =z, b
2
i =1, ajai=a iajz
rij,
bjbi=bi bjzsij, bj ai=a ibjztij) .
Without loss of generality, we may suppose the above presentation of R
has m as large as possible. Suppose m<k. We show that m=k&1. Notice
that m=0 implies that R is elementary abelian. Since we have already
excluded this case, we may suppose that m1. If tij=0, then b$j=aibj has
order four and by replacing bj with b$j we obtain a new presentation with
a larger value of m, contradicting the maximality of m. So tij=1. Similarly,
sij=0 (else we may replace bj by b$j=bibj), and r ij=0 (else we may replace
bk with a iajbk). Finally, we see that m=k&1, else (ai b1b2)2=z, and we
can replace b1 by ai b1 b2 to increase m. Hence R has the presentation
R=(a1 , ..., ak&1 , b, z | a2i =z, b
2=1, ajai=aiaj , bai=a ibz). (28)
Replacing ai for i>1 with ci&1=aia1 , we see R has the presentation
R=(a, c1 , c2 , ..., ck&2 , b, z | a2=z, c2i =1, b
2=1, aci=cia,
ci b=bci , ab=baz, ci cj=cjci)
$D8_Zk&22 .
We note that any generating set of D8_Zk&22 must contain an element of
the form arc s11 } } } c
sk&2
k&2b. However any such element has order 2; so no
collection cocycle of D8_Zk&22 can be Hadamard. K
4.3. Extension Groups of Hadamard Collection Cocycles
We prove
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Theorem 4.3. Let G be the set of groups [D8] _ [Z2i2 | i=1, 2, ...].
Then any given central extension of Z2 by Zk2 is the extension group of some
collection cocycle of the Sylvester Hadamard matrix of order 2k if and only
if it is not isomorphic to any of the groups in G.
Proof. Notice that the matrix [(&1) yNxT], indexed by x, y # Vk , is
equivalent to the Sylvester Hadamard matrix if and only if N is invertible.
So it is sufficient to prove that, for every extension R of Z2 by Zk2 not
isomorphic to any of the groups in G, there is an invertible matrix N such
that the cocycle
f (ax, a y)=(&1) yNxT
extends Z2 to R. By the previous theorem, if R is not isomorphic to
D8 _Zk&22 or Z
k+1
2 , then there is a pure Hadamard collection cocycle of
the form above which extends Z2 to R; so we need only consider the cases
where R$D8_Zk&22 or Zk+12 .
We have seen earlier that every upper triangular binary k_k matrix
corresponds to a presentation of an extension group of Z2 by Z
k
2 . Indeed,
we have seen above that every such matrix corresponds to a collection
cocycle. By the presentation (28), the cocycle f : Zk2 _Z
k
2  Z2 defined by
f (ax, a y)=(&1) yNxT,
where
N=_
1 0 } } } 0 0 1
&
0 1 } } } 0 0 1
b b . . . b b b
0 0 } } } 1 0 1
0 0 } } } 0 1 1
0 0 } } } 0 0 0
extends Z2 to D8_Zk&22 . If we take N=0, we obtain the trivial cocycle
over Zk2 which extends Z2 to Z
k+1
2 .
Now observe that every binary k_k symmetric matrix with zero
diagonal corresponds to a unique principal cocycle over Zk. Let S be such
a matrix; then there is a unique strictly upper triangular matrix M such
that S=M+MT. Define a function \: Zk2  Z2 by
\(ax)=(&1)xMxT;
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then
h\(x, y)=\(x) \( y) \(x+ y)=(&1)xMx
T+ yMyT+(x+ y) M(x+ y)T=(&1) ySx
T
is the corresponding principal cocycle. For D8 _Zk&22 , take S to be the
k_k matrix with lower diagonal 3_3 submatrix equal to
0 1 0
_1 0 1&0 1 0
and all other entries equal to zero. For Zk+12 with k even, take S to be any
k_k symmetric permutation matrix with zero diagonal.5 Then in both
cases N+S has determinant equal to 1, and hence in both cases
[(&1) y(N+S) x
T
]x, y # Vk is equivalent to the Sylvester Hadamard matrix of
order 2k. Moreover, since h\ is principal, the cocycle
f $(ax, a y)=(&1) y(N+S) xT= f (ax, a y) h\(ax, a y)
extends Z2 to E( f ). This completes the proof. K
4.4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Starting at the bottom, we deal with D8 first. After the proof of Theorem
3.2, we exhibited a RDS(8, 4, 2, 2) D in the group D8 , and claimed that
there is no NRDS(8, 4, 2, 2) in D8 . This proves part (3) for D8 . An
incidence matrix for Dev D may be written as a 4_4 array of 2_2 per-
mutation matrices; so Dev D must be the associated group divisible design
of some Hadamard matrix of order 4. All such matrices are equivalent to
the Sylvester Hadamard matrix of order 4. It follows that D8 acts regularly
on the associated group divisible design of the Sylvester Hadamard matrix
of order 4. This proves part (2) as it applies to D8 . Finally, we must show
that no cocycle of the Sylvester Hadamard matrix of order 4 has extension
group equal to D8 . By the last statement of Theorem 3.2, if such a cocycle
did exist, then there would be a NRDS(8, 4, 2, 2) in D8a contradiction.
Now we prove Theorem 1.2 for all other central extensions of Z2 by Z
k
2 .
Excluding D8 , Theorem 4.3 implies part (1), and then, part (2) follows via
Theorem 3.3. Finally, the last statement of Theorem 3.2 implies that parts
(1) and (3), as applied to groups other than D8 , are equivalent.
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5 Such a matrix exists if and only if k is even.
5. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES II: EXTENSIONS OF Z2 BY Z
k
2
Central extensions of Z2 by Z
k
2 will continue to play an important role
below. At this stage, we have proved that every non-abelian central exten-
sion of Z2 by Z
k
2 contains a relative difference set corresponding to a
Hadamard cocycle. However, we have said very little about their structure
or even how quickly the number of these groups grows as the order is
increased. Nevertheless, the extensions of Z2 by Z
k
2 are well understood;
see [8, III.13] for a discussion. In this section, we give a discussion of these
groups tailored to meet our needs below. Specifically, we will need to do
three things. We will need to understand how all non-abelian extensions
can be obtained by taking central products with the group Z4 . This is effec-
tively done in the first subsection. Next we will need to establish several
facts which are needed in answering a pivotal group theoretic question
below. This is done in the second subsection. And finally, we will need to
be able to determine the isomorphism class of a central extension given
certain information. This is done in the final subsection.
5.1. Some Amalgamated Products
Let G, H and K be groups, and suppose there are subgroups U/G and
V/H with ,: U  V an isomorphism. Then the amalgamated direct
product of G and H, denoted G  H, is the group (G_H)K where K is
the normal closure of the set of elements of the form (u&1, ,(u)) for all
u # U. The group so obtained depends on the choice of the isomorphism ,.
The group G  H can be thought of as the group obtained from the direct
product of G and H by identifying the embedded copies of U and V.
Note that the formation of amalgamated direct products is an associative
operation, so the definition extends naturally to three or more groups with
pairwise isomorphic subgroups. Note also that when U and V are central
subgroups of order 2, there is a unique isomorphism between them and in
this case G  H is uniquely determined by the choice of subgroups U and V.
Note the following relationship between the hz , }, z , and _ group
products.
Proposition 5.1. 1. Suppose that K=K1 hz K2 , and suppose that
L=L1 } L2 ; then
(K1 hz K2)_(L1 } L2)=K_L=(K1 _L1) hz (K2 _L2).
In particular, we have
L1_(K1 hz K2)=L1_K=(L1_K1) hz (K2).
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2. Suppose that K=K1 hz K2 and that L=L1 hz L2 ; then
(K1 hz K2) z (L1 hz L2)=K z L=(K1 z L1) hz (K2 z L2).
In particular, we have
L1 z (K1 hz K2)=L1 z K=(L1 z K1) hz (K2).
Proof. We will prove the second part only. The first is similar and
simpler. To prove the first sentence of the second part it is sufficient to
prove that K z L=(K1 z L1) hz (K2 z L2). That is, that K1 z L1
and K2 z L2 are subgroups of K z L, such that K z L=(K1 z L1)
(K2 z L2) and (K1 z L1) & (K2 z L2)=(z). By hypothesis, we have
that K1 and K2 are subgroups of K such that K=K1K2 and K1 & K2=
(z) , and that L1 and L2 are subgroups of L such that L=L1 L2 and L1 &
L2=(z). Since K1 is a subgroup of K and L1 is a subgroup of L both con-
taining z, the group K1 z L1 is a subgroup of K  L. Similarly for K2
and L2 . Now if k2 # K2 and l1 # L1 , then k2 l1=l1 k2 ; so every element of
K z L may be written in the form k1l1k2l2 . Therefore, K z L=
(K1 z L1)(K2 z L2). If k1 l1k2 l2 # (K1 z L1) & (K2 z L2), then k1k2
# K1 & K2=(z) and l1l2 # L1 & L2=(z); so (K1 z L1) & (K2 z L2)
=(z). The second sentence follows by taking L2=(z) and reordering. K
There is a close connection, which we describe below, between non-
abelian extensions of Z2 by Z
k
2 and extra-special 2-groups. For k=2, there
are just two non-isomorphic non-abelian extensions: the dihedral group
D8=(a, b, z | a2=z, b2=1, z2=1, ba=abz) and the quaternion group
Q8=(a, b, z | a2=b2=z, z2=1, ba=abz). As noted in the Introduction,
an extra-special 2-group is a 2-group H whose center, commutator sub-
group and Frattini subgroup all equal (z) for some central involution z in
H. Both D8 and Q8 are extra-special.
All extra-special 2-groups are amalgamated direct products of the groups
D8 and Q8 , identifying the centers in each group. It is easy to check that
D8  D8 is isomorphic to Q8  Q8 . It follows that any amalgamated
direct product of m groups equal to D8 or Q8 is isomorphic to either
Am=D8  } } }  D8  Q8 or Bm=D8  } } }  D8  D8 . These two
groups have order 22m+1 where m is the number of terms in the product.
It is well known that every extra-special 2-group is isomorphic to one of
these two groups. It is easy to check that the amalgamated products
Q8  Z4 and D8  Z4 are isomorphic; so if H is extra-special of order
22m+1, then H  Z4 is isomorphic to Cm=D8  } } }  D8  D8  Z4 .
This group has 22m+2 elements. To accommodate the abelian extensions of
Z2 by Z
k
2 , we define A0=Z2 , B0=Z2 and C0=Z4 . One interesting
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property of the groups Am , Bm and Cm is that they contain as subgroups
all groups An , Bn , Cn of smaller order. Indeed, we can prove more.
Proposition 5.2. Let l be any non-negative integer.
Cm_Zl2$Am h (Z4_Z
l
2) for m0
Cm_Zl2$Bm h (Z4 _Z
l
2) for m0
(29)
Am+1_Zl2$Cm h (Z4_Z
l
2) for m0
Bm+1_Zl2$Cm h (Z4_Z
l
2) for m1.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, for L=Am , Bm or Cm , L h (Z4_Zl2)$
(L h Z4)_Zl2 ; so it is sufficient to prove the result for l=0. The first two
isomorphisms follow from the definition of Cm and the fact that  is cer-
tainly a h product. The third and fourth follow from the calculations
Am+1$Bm z Q8
=Bm z (Z4 hz Z4)
=(Bm z Z4) hz Z4
$Cm hz Z4
Bm+1$Bm&1 z Q8 z Q8
=(Bm&1 z Q8) z (Z4 hz Z4)
=(Bm&1 z Q8 z Z4) hz Z4
$Cm hz Z4 .
Here we use the decomposition of Q8 given in Example 3.1 and the
‘‘associative’’ rule in part two of Proposition 5.1. K
Corollary 5.1. Let m>0. Let K be any of the groups Am , Bm or Cm ,
and let z be the unique central involution in K. Let L be any of the groups
An_Zl2 , Bn_Z
l
2 or Cn_Z
l
2 where n>m or lk. If there is a Hadamard
cocycle in C(z, G_K_Zk2), then there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, G_L).
Proof. Note that Z4 _Zl&k2 is a central extension of Z2 by Z
l&k
2 . By
Theorem 4.3, there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, Z4_Zl&k2 ) where z is
the unique involution in Z4 . Let L1 be any of the groups Am+1 , Bm+1 or
Cm+1 . By Proposition 5.2, L1 $K h Z4 or L1 $(K h Z4) h Z4 , and by
Proposition 5.1, G_L1 _Zl2=(G_K_Z
k
2) h (Z4 _Z
l&k
2 ) or ((G_K_
Zk2) h Z4) h (Z4_Z
l&k
2 ). In either case, Proposition 3.5 implies the
corollary is true for n=m+1 and l non-negative. The full result now
follows by induction on n. K
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5.2. Structure of Central Extensions of Z2 by Zk2
In this case, the presentations (11) and (12) become
G=(a1 , ..., ak | a2i =1, aja i=aia j ) , (30)
R(Q)=(b1 , ..., bk , z | b2i =z
qii, b j bi=bibj zqij, z2=1, zbi=biz) , (31)
where Q denotes the upper triangular (0, 1)-matrix whose (i, j)th entry is
qij for ji. Let ?: R(Q)  G be the projection homomorphism such that
?(bi)=ai and ?(z)=1.
We may suppose that (a1 , ..., an) is the image under ? of the center
Z(R) of R. (Note that n=k if and only if R is abelian.) Now if the generat-
ing set for R(Q) contains two elements bi and bj of order 4, then b2i =b
2
j =z
and since bi , bj # Z(R) we have (bibj)2=b2i b
2
j =1. So we may remove b i
from the generating set and add the element bibj to the generating set and
thereby obtain a new generating set containing one fewer elements of order
4. We may therefore suppose that the elements b1 , ..., bn&1 all have order
2 and that bn has order 2 or 4, depending on whether Z(R) contains
elements of order 4. In the first case, set ;(R)=n and in the second set
;(R)=n&1. Consider the subgroups
C(R)=?&1((a1 , ..., a;(R)) )=(b1 , ..., b;(R) , z),
Hub(R)=?&1((a;(R)+1 , ..., ak) )=(b;(R)+1 , ..., bk , z) , (32)
K(R)=?&1((an+1 , ..., ak) )=(bn+1 , ..., bk , z)
of R. Note that, if R is abelian, then the order of bk determines these sub-
groups. If bk has order 2, then ;(R)=n=k and Hub(R)=K(R)=(z) and
C(R)=R. If bk has order 4, then ;(R)+1=n=k and Hub(R)=(bk , z) =
(bk) $Z4 , K(R)=(z) and C(R)=(b1 , ..., bk&1 , z).
The group C(R) is the maximal central elementary abelian subgroup in
R. It is the set of central involutions in R adjoin the identity. So C(R) is
an invariant of R. However usually there are many possible choices for
Hub(R): each corresponding to a (k&;(R))-dimensional complement of
?(C(R)) in G. Let F(R) be any subgroup of C(R) such that
C(R)=(z)_F(R). (33)
There are precisely 2;(R) choices for F(R). Now R=Hub(R) F(R), and
Hub(R) & F(R)=Hub(R) & C(R) & F(R)=(z) & F(R)=1;
so, since F(R) is central,
R=Hub(R)_F(R)$Hub(R)_Z;(R)2 . (34)
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Now consider the subgroup K(R) of Hub(R). If bn has order 2, then
;(R)=n, and Hub(R)=K(R). If bn has order 4, then b2n=z, and
Hub(R)=K(R)(bn) . So, since bn # Z(R),
Hub(R)={K(R) z (bn)K(R)
if bn has order 4,
if bn has order 2.
Now R=K(R) Z(R); so [K(R), K(R)]=[R, R]=(z) and Z(K(R))=
K(R) & Z(R). Indeed, since, by definition, z # K(R), and, since K(R) & Z(R)
<Hub(R) & Z(R)=(z) , we have Z(K(R))=(z). This proves that the
center and commutator subgroup of K(R) are both equal to (z) .
Now suppose for the moment that R is non-abelian. Since R is a
2-group, the Frattini subgroup of R is given by [R, R] R2 where R2 is the
subgroup generated by the squares of all elements of R. Clearly both
[R, R] and R2 are equal to (z) , and hence the Frattini subgroup of R is
precisely (z) . Therefore K(R) is extra-special and we have for some m>0
Hub(R)$Am , Bm , or Cm .
We note in passing, that, by Corollary 5.2, we have
Proposition 5.3. A central extension R of Z2 by an elementary abelian
2-group contains both an extra-special 2-group of order at least 22m+1 and
a central elementary abelian 2-group of order 2k+1 if and only if
R$An_Zl2 , Bn_Zl2 or Cn _Zl2 for nm and lk.
Moreover,
Z4_Z2 $Z4  Z4 , Z52 $Z
3
2  Z
3
2 ,
Q8 $Z4 h Z4 , and D8 _Z2 $Z32 h Z4 ;
so, by Propositions 5.1 and 5.3, Theorem 3.5 may be applied to obtain
from the RDS(8, 4, 2, 2) in Z32 and the RDS(4, 2, 1, 2) in Z4 relative dif-
ference sets in all the central extensions in Theorem 1.2. This is indicative
of the power of Theorem 3.5.
Returning to our discussion, we see that to determine the isomorphism
class of R, it is sufficient to compute the number !(R) of order 4 elements
in R. A routine count shows that, for m>0,
2;(R)(22m+2m) if Hub(R)$Am ,
!(R)={2;(R)(22m&2m) if Hub(R)$Bm , (35)2;(R)22m+1 if Hub(R)$Cm .
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Now, if R is abelian, then, either Hub(R)$Z2 and there are no order 4
elements, or Hub(R)$Z4 and half the elements have order 4. Since we
have defined A0=B0=Z2 and C0=Z4 , it follows that the last two parts of
Eq. (35) still hold for m=0.
5.3. Determining the Isomorphism Class
We see from Eq. (35) that the isomorphism class of R is determined by
the values of !(R) and ;(R). We now describe how to compute !(R(Q))
and ;(R(Q)) given Q. Let f be the collection transversal f{ defined in Sec-
tion 2.2. Since G is an elementary abelian 2-group, we have, by Eq. (17),
f (ar, as)=(&1)sQrT. (36)
Here we think of r and s as being in Vk , and regard Q as a quadratic form
on Vk . Note that because f{ is a collection cocycle, we may use the
equation
brbs=br+sz (1& f (ar, as))2, (37)
as an alternative to Eq. (36), when computing f (ar, as).
Now zbr has order 4 if and only if br has order 4. By Eq. (37), brbr=z
if and only if f{(ar, ar)=&1. So, by Eq. (36),
br has order 4  rQrT#1 (mod 2). (38)
Vectors r such that rQrT=1 are said to be anisotropic with respect to the
quadratic form Q. In the examples arising later in this paper it happens to
be particularly easy to compute the number !(R(Q)) via the equivalence
(38).
It is also easy to determine the central involutions of R(Q). The element
zbr is central if and only if br is central. Consider the equation
brbs=bsbr.
Applying Eq. (37) to both sides, we obtain
br+sz(1& f (ar, as))2=br+sz(1& f (as, ar))2.
So bs commutes with br if and only if f (ar, as)= f (as, ar). Setting P=
Q+QT and employing Eq. (36) twice, this is equivalent to the equation
rPsT=0. So br is central if and only if rPsT=0 for all s # Vk . Equivalently
br # Z(R(Q))  r # Ker(P). (39)
Now if Z(R(Q)) contains an anisotropic element, then we may include it
in a generating set. Moreover, since the product of any two commuting
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order 4 elements has order 2, we may choose a generating set with exactly
one anisotropic element. Hence either half the elements of Z(R(Q)) are
anisotropic or none are. It can now be deduced that
Proposition 5.4. Let Q be any k_k upper triangular (0, 1)-matrix, and
let P=Q+QT. Then
1. !(R(Q)) is twice the number of anisotropic vectors with respect to
the quadratic form Q, and
2. ;(R(Q)) is dim(Ker(P)) if all vectors in Ker(P) are isotropic and
dim(Ker(P))&1 otherwise.
Moreover, the isomorphism classes of the groups R(Q) and Hub(R(Q)) are
determined by the quantities !(R(Q)) and ;(R(Q)) via Eqs. (34) and (35).
6. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES III: MONOMIAL
REPRESENTATIONS AND COCYCLES
In this section, we describe the properties of the monomial representa-
tions associated with binary 2-cocycles needed for our discussion of
cocyclic orthogonal designs. The connection between 2-cocycles and
monomial representations is well known. In this section we isolate facts
which we use later.
Let G be a finite group, and let f : G_G  Z2 be a binary 2-cocycle over
G. For (x, c) in E( f ) we define a monomial matrix (indexed by the
elements of G in some fixed order) by
P f(x, c)=[c$
ax
b f (a, x)]a, b # G ,
where $xy is the Kronecker delta function on G. When it is clear which
cocycle is being used we shall omit the superscript.
Observe that because P(x, c) is a monomial PT(x, c)=P
&1
(x, c) . Now
P(x, c) P( y, d )=_ :k # G [P(x, c)]a, k [P( y, d )]k, b&a, b
=_ :k # G c$
ax
k f (a, x) d$
ky
b f (k, y)&a, b
=[cd$axyb f (a, x) f (ax, y)]a, b
=[ f (x, y) cd$axyb f (a, xy)]a, b
=P(xy, f (x, y) cd ) .
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Also, P(x, c) is the identity matrix if and only if c$axb f (a, x)=$
a
b for all
a, b # G. In this event, x=1 and, since f is normalised, c=1. So the map-
ping (x, c) [ P(x, c) is a faithful monomial representation of E( f ).
If A=(aij) and B=(bij) are two matrices over some ring, we define
A7 B to be the matrix (aijbij). We note that P(x, c) 7 P(x, c)=
P(x, 1) 7 P(x, 1) , and that the map x [ P(x, 1) 7 P(x, 1) is a regular represen-
tation of G. Indeed, the map x [ P(x, 1) is a regular representation of G if
and only if f is trivial.
Now consider the ‘‘inversion matrix’’ U f given by
U f=[$ab&1 f (a, b)]a, b # G , (40)
which is zero except at locations (a, a&1) where it contains f (a, a&1). The
two elements (a, 1)&1 and (a&1, 1) in R differ by some element zs in the
central subgroup Z2 . Therefore,
(1, f (a, a&1)) zs=(a, 1)(a&1, 1) zs=(a, 1)(a, 1)&1=(1, f (a&1, a)) zs,
which implies that f (a, a&1)= f (a&1, a) and hence that U is symmetric. So
U is an involution.
A cocyclic matrix may be decomposed into a disjoint sum of representa-
tion matrices as follows. For x # G, we have
UPx=[$ab&1 f (a, b)]a, b [$
cx
d f (c, x)]c, d
=_ :k # G $
a
k&1 f (a, k) $
kx
b f (k, x)&a, b
=[$a&1xb f (a, a
&1) f (a&1, x)]a, b
=[$abx f (a, a
&1) f (a&1, x)]a, b
=[$abx f (a, a
&1) f (a&1, a) f (a, b) f (1, b)]a, b .
Now f is normalised and f (a&1, a) f (a, a&1)=1, so for any map g: G  Z2 ,
we have
U :
x # G
g(x) Px= :
x # G
g(x)[$abx f (a, b)]a, b=[ g(ab) f (a, b)]a, b .
Summarising, we have
Proposition 6.1. Using the notation above, we have
1. PT(x, c)=P
&1
(x, c) .
2. The map (x, c) [ P(x, c) is a faithful monomial representation of
E( f ).
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3. The map x [ P(x, 1) 7 P(x, 1) is a regular representation of G, and
the map x [ P(x, 1) is a regular representation of G if and only if f is trivial.
4. The ‘‘inversion’’ matrix U f is an involution.
5. The cocyclic matrix [ g(ab) f (a, b)]a, b # G may be decomposed into
a disjoint sum of monomial matrices as follows.
[ g(ab) f (a, b)]a, b # G=U :
x # G
g(x) Px .
Now suppose H is a finite group, and that h: H_H  Z2 is a binary
2-cocycle over H. Set K=G_H, and write the elements of K as x } y for
x # G and y # H. The product cocycle f_h: K_K  Z2 is defined by
f_h(x } y, u } v)= f (x, u) h( y, v).
We relate some useful facts about this construction. First, observe that the
map from E( f )  E(h) to E( f_h) given by ((x, c), ( y, d )) [ (x } y, cd ) is
a group isomorphism.
Next note that for (x, c) # G and ( y, d ) # H, the following calculation
applies to the Kronecker product matrices P f(x, c)_P
h
( y, d ) :
P f(x, c)_P
h
( y, d )=[c$
ax
b f (a, x)]a, b_[d$
ky
l h(k, y)]k, l
=[cd$ax } kyb } l f (a, x) h(k, y)]a } k, b } l
=[cd$ax } kyb } l f_h(a } k, x } y)]a } k, b } l
=P f_h(x } y, cd) .
Finally, we note a similar property holds for the inversion matrices.
U f_h=[$a } x(b } y)&1 f_h(a } x, b } y)]a } x, b } y # K
=[$ab&1 $
x
y&1 f (a, b) h(x, y)]a } x, b } y # K
=U f_U h.
We have proved
Proposition 6.2. For any two cocycles f and h, we have
1. E( f_h)$E( f )  E(h).
2. P f(x, c)_P
h
( y, d )=P
f_h
(x } y, cd ) .
3. U f_h=U f_Uh.
At the end of this paper, we obtain larger orthogonal designs from
smaller orthogonal designs by replacing the indeterminates in the smaller
design with cocyclic designs or matrices possessing certain combinatorial
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properties. Specifically, given t_t matrices A1 , ..., Ar with entries in a set
[\b1 . ..., \bs , 0], and an m_m matrix
D=[=i, j ap(i, j)] i, j ,
where p(i, j) # [1, ..., r], =ij # [0, \1] and [a1 , ..., ar] is a set of indeter-
minates, we may define the block matrix
E=[=i, jAp(i, j)] i, j ,
obtained from D by replacing the indeterminates ai by the corresponding
matrices Ai . Here we verify that in certain circumstances E is cocyclic.
Suppose that (under some common indexing order) for some cocycle f
over the finite group G,
Ai=[ gi (xy) f (x, y)]x, y # G ,
and suppose that, for some cocycle h over the finite group H, there exists
a map g: H  [\a1 , ..., +ar , 0] such that
D=[ g(uv) h(u, v)]u, v # H .
Write g(uv)= =^uv ap^(uv) , where p^: H  [1, ..., r] and =^uv # [\1, 0]. Therefore
D=[=^uva p^(uv) h(u, v)]u, v # H .
Now, indexing by products x } u in G_H, we have
E=[=^uv gp^(uv)(xy) f (x, y) h(u, v)]x } u, y } v # G_H .
Let g : G_H  [\b1 , ..., \bs , 0] be such that g (x } u)= =^u gp^(u)(x). Then
E=[ g (xy } uv) f_h(x } u, y } v)]x } u, y } v # G_H .
We have therefore proved
Proposition 6.3. Let the matrices A1 , ..., Ar , D, and E be defined as
above. Then E is cocyclic with cocycle f_h.
7. COCYCLIC ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS
We now introduce the concept of a cocyclic orthogonal design. Just as
orthogonal designs played a key role in Seberry’s proof of the asymptotic
existence of Hadamard matrices, cocyclic orthogonal designs are central to
our proof of the asymptotic existence of cocyclic Hadamard matrices
(Theorem 1.1).
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Orthogonal designs are of interest in their own right. The main questions
concern existence and classification. Another question of substantial
interest asks when families of amicable and antiamicable orthogonal
designs of various types exist.
The next three sections address similar questions for cocyclic orthogonal
designs. One finds that if each indeterminate is constrained to appear just
once in each row and column of a design then linear algebra is all that is
needed to give fairly complete answers. These ideas are set out in Section 8.
The designs obtained in Section 8 generally contain zero entries. For a
number of reasons it is desirable to obtain designs with no zero entries. A
consequence of our discussion in Section 8 is that if we require no zero
entries then some of the indeterminates must appear more than once in
each row and column. However, once we allow this to occur the nature of
the classification and construction questions changes: linear algebra is no
longer sufficient because a combinatorial element enters into the problem.
Consequently, the existence and construction questions seem to be much
more difficult to answer. Our treatment is therefore not comprehensive.
However, in Section 9 we give a procedure for removing the zero entries
which allows us to answer some interesting questions. The pair of amicable
OD(16; 8, 8) given at the end of Section 9 and constructed using the
methods of Sections 8 and 9 are essential to our proof of Theorem 1.1.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the progress we have made
in constructing and classifying cocyclic orthogonal designs.
7.1. Definitions
Let X=[xi | i=1, ..., k] be a set of commuting indeterminates. An
orthogonal design OD(n; a1 , a2 , ..., ak) of order n and type (a1 , a2 , ..., ak) on
X is an n_n matrix D whose non-zero entries are taken from the set
X\=[\xi | i=1, ..., k] so that
DDT= :
k
i=1
aix2i In .
Now write D=[=ij aij] i, j=1, ..., k , where =ij=0, \1 and aij # X. Let D$ be an
OD(n; a1 , a2 , ..., ak) on X$=[x$i | i=1, ..., k]. Then D$ is said to be equiv-
alent to D if there are monomials P and Q, a bijection g: X  X$ and a map
s: X  [\1] such that
D$=P[=ij } s(aij) } g(aij)]1i, jn Q.
Applying P and Q negates andor permutes the rows and columns, applying
g renames the indeterminates, and applying s negates some of the indeter-
minates. These three kinds of operations are said to be equivalence operations.
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The orthogonal design D is said to be cocyclic with cocycle f if there are
(i) a map h: G  X\ _ [0] and (ii) signed permutation matrices P and Q
such that
PDQ=[h(xy) f (x, y)]x, y # G .
Now let Y1 and Y2 be two disjoint sets such that the set Y1 _ Y2 is a set
of commuting indeterminates. For i=1, 2, let Di be an orthogonal design
on Yi . Then D1 and D2 are said to be concordant if
D1 DT2 =D2D
T
1 or D1 D
T
2 =&D2D
T
1 .
In the first case they are said to be amicable, and in the second case they
are said to be anti-amicable.
More generally, if D1 , ..., Dm are pairwise concordant orthogonal designs
on the sets Yi of indeterminates, then we may define a binary matrix
M=[mij] such that, for all i, j=1, ..., m,
Di DTj =(&1)
mij Dj DTi .
We say that the set S=[D1 , ..., Dm] comprises an M-concordant set of
orthogonal designs. Note that by construction M=[mij] is symmetric with
zero diagonal, and that without loss of generality we may take M to be a
(0, 1)-matrix.
If, in addition, there exist maps hi : G [ Yi, \ _ [0] such that for fixed
signed permutation matrices P and Q and a fixed cocycle f : G_G [ [\1],
PDi Q=[hi (xy) f (x, y)]x, y # G ,
then we say the set S comprises an M-concordant cocyclic system of
orthogonal designs (with cocycle f, index group G, and extension group
E( f )).
We note that another concordant system can be obtained from S by
renaming andor negating some of the indeterminates, andor applying the
same rowcolumn negations and permutation to each Di # S. Two such
systems are said to be equivalent. In Section 8, we will introduce one more
family of equivalence operations each corresponding to an outer
automorphism of E( f ).
We will study cocyclic systems of concordant orthogonal designs and
show how they lead to powerful constructions for cocyclic Hadamard
matrices.
7.2. Questions and Answers Regarding Cocyclic Orthogonal Designs
A basic question to ask is how the number of indeterminates appearing
in the design forces the size of the design to grow. Indeed, we may ask for
more detail: what extension groups are possible? Broadening our scope, we
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ask: ‘‘For which integers n, type descriptors (ai1 , ..., a iki), binary symmetric
matrices M with zero diagonal, and cocycles f does there exist an M-con-
cordant system of OD(n; ai1 , ..., a iki) with cocycle f ?’’
A link between monomial representations of central extensions of Z2 by
elementary abelian 2-groups and cocyclic systems of concordant OD(m; 1ri)
allows us to completely answer this question provided we insist that each
indeterminate is used just once in each row and column of the design con-
taining it. We describe our answer.
Given an m_m symmetric (0, 1)-matrix M=[mij] with zero diagonal
and positive integers k1 , ..., km , let l0=0, and for i=1, ..., m, set
li=k1+k2+ } } } +ki , and define the lm_lm binary symmetric matrix
N(M, k1 , ..., km) by
0 if s=t,
ns, t={1 if lis, t({s)>li&1 ,mij if lis>li&1 and ljt>lj&1 with i{ j.
Given N=[nij] with indexing set [0, 1, ..., k], we may define a binary
upper triangular matrix Q(N)=[qij] with indexing set [1, 2, ..., k] by the
equation
n0i if j=i,
qij={n ij+n0i+nj0 if j>i,0 otherwise.
The map N [ Q(N) is a bijection between the binary (k+1)_(k+1) sym-
metric matrices with zero diagonal and the binary k_k upper-triangular
matrices. In Section 8, we prove
Theorem 7.1. Let M be a binary symmetric matrix of order m with zero
diagonal and let k1 , k2 , ..., km be positive integers. Let N be the matrix
N(M, k1 , ..., km), and let Q be the corresponding upper-triangular matrix
Q(N). Let T=Hub(R(Q)), and let z denote the central involution in T.
There exists a set of M-concordant OD(n, 1ki) with cocycle f if and only if
there is a homomorphic injection of T into E( f ) which maps z to (1, &1).
Moreover, if 2n=|T |, then the system is unique up to equivalence.
In other words, for any given binary symmetric matrix M with zero
diagonal and positive integers k1 , ..., km , there is a group T such that there
is an M-concordant system of OD(n, 1ki) with cocycle f # C(z, R) if and
only if there is a copy of T in R containing z. Moreover, if the order of the
system is minimised, then the system is essentially unique. Note that
Proposition 5.4 implies that the isomorphism class of T can be determined
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by doing linear algebra on the binary matrix N(M, k1 , ..., km) whose size is
polynomial in the size of M and the integers ki .
We mention two special cases of Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.2. For all positive integers k define the group
B(k&2)2 k#0 (mod 8)
B(k&1)2 k# \1 (mod 8)
Tk={C(k&2)2 k# \2 (mod 8)A(k&1)2 k# \3 (mod 8)A(k&2)2 k#4 (mod 8).
Let z be the unique central involution in Tk . An OD(n; 1k) with cocycle f
exists if and only if there is a homomorphic injection of Tk into E( f ) which
maps z to (1, &1). Moreover, the cocyclic OD(n; 1k) is unique (up to equiv-
alence) if 2n=|Tk |.
Observe that we obtain a dependence of the minimal order on the
number of indeterminates, but that the bound grows much more rapidly
than Radon’s bound for general orthogonal designs [4]. We also obtain
the following result for cocyclic amicable pairs.
Theorem 7.3. For all positive integers s and t define the group
A(s+t&2)2 s&t#0 (mod 8)
A(s+t&1)2 s&t#\1 (mod 8)
Ts, t={C(s+t&2)2 s&t#\2 (mod 8)B(s+t&1)2 s&t#\3 (mod 8)B(s+t&2)2 s&t#4 (mod 8).
Let z be the unique central involution in Tk . A pair of amicable OD(n; 1s)
and OD(n; 1t) with cocycle f exists if and only if there is a homomorphic
injection of Ts, t into E( f ) which maps z to (1, &1). The cocyclic amicable
pair is unique up to isomorphism if 2n=|Tk |.
The standard ‘‘plug-in’’ techniques for constructing Hadamard matrices
via orthogonal designs require the designs to contain no zeros. In Section 9
we are able to prove the following result.
Theorem 7.4. Let h be the trivial cocycle over Z t2 . If there exists an
M-concordant system of OD(n, 12t) with cocycle f, and a Hadamard matrix
of order n with cocycle f, then there exists an M-concordant system of
OD(n2t, n2t) with cocycle f_h.
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Combining with Theorem 7.1, we are able to construct for any given
symmetric binary matrix M=[mij] with zero diagonal an M-concordant
set of cocyclic orthogonal designs with no zero entries. Combining with
Theorem 7.2, we obtain for any positive integer t, a cocyclic
OD(2s+t, (2s)2t) for sufficiently large s. So the number of indeterminates
which can appear in a single cocyclic orthogonal design with no entries
equal to zero is unbounded.
Theorem 7.4 enables us to construct (see Fig. 1) a cocyclic pair of
amicable OD(16; 8, 8) on the same cocycle. This system is a key ingredient
in our proof of Theorem 1.1. An interesting unanswered question is
whether a cocyclic pair of amicable OD(8; 4, 4) or better still a cocyclic
pair of amicable OD(4; 2, 2) exist.6 Existence in either case would allow us
to replace the integer 8 in Theorem 1.1 by 6 or 4, respectively.
8. CONCORDANT SYSTEMS OF OD(N; 1ki)
8.1. Reduction to a Group Theoretic Problem
Let [D1 , ..., Dm] be an M-concordant system of OD(n; 1ki) with binary
2-cocycle f : G_G  Z2 . Let l0=0, and, for i=1, ..., m, set li=k1+
k2+ } } } +ki . We will suppose that z is a central involution in R, and that
C(z, R) contains f. The design Di may be written as
Di= :
li
u=li&1+1
xu Wu ,
where the matrices Wli&1+1 , ..., Wli are monomials. By Proposition 6.1(5),
we may also write
Di=U f :
x # G
g(x) P(x, 1) ,
where g: G  [0, \xli&1+1 , ..., \xli]. So without loss of generality we may
suppose that for some ali&1+1 , ..., ali # R,
Di=U f :
li
u=li&1+1
xuPau .
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6 In Example 8.2, we show that the smallest extension group of a cocyclic amicable pair of
OD(n; 12) is D8 ; so there is no cocyclic amicable pair of OD(2; 1, 1).
Now if i{ j, then the following are all equivalent statements:
DiDTj =(&1)
mij Dj DTi
:
li
li&1+1
xu Pau :
lj
lj&1+1
xvPTav=(&1)
mij :
lj
lj&1+1
xvPav :
li
li&1+1
xuPTau
:
u, v
xuxvPau Pav&1=(&1)
mij :
u, v
xuxvPav Pau&1
Pau Pav&1=(&1)
mij Pav Pau&1
P(au av&1)2=(&1)
mij In
(au a&1v )
2=zmij.
In the last four steps the range for u and v is u=li&1+1, ..., li and
v=lj&1+1, ..., lj . The last two steps follow from Proposition 6.1(2). (Faith-
fulness is needed for the last step.) The third last step follows by putting
xu=xv=1 and xr=xs=0 for r{u and s{v.
Other constraints on au coincide with D i being an orthogonal design.
The following equations are all equivalent.
:
li
u=li&1+1
x2uIn=DiD
T
i
:
li
u=li&1+1
x2uIn= :
li
u=li&1+1
xu Pau :
li
v=li&1+1
xvPTav
:
li
u=li&1+1
x2uIn= :
li
u=li&1+1
x2u PauPau&1+ :
u<v
xu xv(Pau Pav&1+Pav Pau&1)
0= :
li&1+1u<vli
xuxv(Pau Pav&1+Pav Pau&1)
Pau Pav&1= &PavPau&1
(aua&1v )
2=z.
In the last two steps, the range for u and v is li&1+1u{vli . The
foregoing is summarised in the following lemma.7
Lemma 8.1. Let f : G_G  Z2 be a 2-cocycle of a finite group G of order
n, and suppose C(z, R) contains f. Let M be a binary symmetric matrix of
order m having zero diagonal and let k1 , k2 , ..., km be positive integers. Let
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7 The matrix N(M, k1 , ..., km) is defined in Subsection 7.2.
l0=0. For i=1, ..., m, set li=k1+k2+ } } } +k i , and let N=(nst) be the
matrix N(M, k1 , ..., km). Let a1 , a2 , ...al be a sequence of elements of R.
Then the OD(n, 1ki) defined by the equation
Di= :
li
s=1+li&1
xs P fas (41)
comprise an M-concordant system of OD(n, 1ki) with binary cocycle f if and
only if either of the following statements is true.
1. For all s, t # [1, ..., lm], P fas P
f T
at
=(&1)nst P fat P
f T
as
.
2. For all s, t # [1, ..., lm], (asa&1t )
2=znst.
An interesting point to note from Eq. (41) is that we might obtain a
hitherto inequivalent system by applying an automorphism of R to the
sequence of subscripts a1 , ..., alm . From now on we shall view this operation
as an equivalence operation, so that all such systems are equivalent to the
original system.
We shall say the sequence of elements a1 , ..., alm is N-concordant in R with
respect to z. Notice that the sequence a1 , ..., alm is N-concordant in R with
respect to z if and only if the normalised sequence 1, a2a&11 , ..., alm a
&1
1 is.
If there is a (normalised) sequence N-concordant in R with respect to z,
then we shall say the central involution z supports N in R. Our discussion
implies the following reduction to a group theoretic problem.
Lemma 8.2. Let M be a binary symmetric matrix of order m having zero
diagonal, and let k1 , k2 , ..., km be positive integers. Let N be the matrix
N(M, k1 , ..., km). There exists a set of M-concordant OD(n, 1ki) with cocycle
f if and only if (1, &1) supports N in E( f ).
8.2. Solving the Group Theoretic Problem
Our goal in this section is to characterise the triples N, R, z such that z
in R supports N. We are now ready to prove
Lemma 8.3. Let R be a finite group containing a central involution z. Let
k be any positive integer. Let N be any binary (k+1)_(k+1) symmetric
matrix with zero diagonal, and let Q=[qij] be the corresponding upper tri-
angular matrix. Let T=Hub(R(Q)). Then z supports N in R if and only if
R contains a copy of T containing z. Moreover, if R$T, then Aut(R) acts
transitively on the set of normalised N-concordant sequences in R with
respect to z.
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Proof. A routine calculation shows that the sequence 1, b1 , b2 , ..., bk is
an N-concordant sequence in R with respect to z if and only if for
i=1, 2, ..., k,
b2i =z
qii, (42)
and for k j>i1,
[bj , bi]=zqij. (43)
This implies there is an epimorphism , from
R(Q)$(c1 , ..., ck , w | w2=1, wc i=ciw, c2i =w
qii, cjci=cicj wqij)
to the subgroup S=(b1 , ..., bk , z) of R such that z=,(w).
It is clear that a # R(Q) has order 4 (i.e., it satisfies a2=w) if and only
if ,(a) has order 4. Moreover, [a, b] is trivial in R(Q) if and only if
[,(a), ,(b)] is trivial in S. It follows that
C(S)=,(C(R(Q))),
Ker ,/C(R(Q))
Since ,(w)=z, and since, by Eq. (32), C(R(Q)) & Hub(R(Q))=(w) , we
have
Ker , & Hub(R(Q))=(1) . (44)
Now applying Eqs. (34) and (33) to R(Q), we choose a complement
F(R(Q)) of (w) in C(R(Q)) so that
C(R(Q))=(w)_F(R(Q)) and R(Q)=Hub(R(Q))_F(R(Q)).
Since S=,(R(Q)), C(S)=,(C(R(Q))), and z=,(w), we have
C(S)=(z)_,(F(R(Q))) and S=,(Hub(R(Q)))_,(F(R(Q))).
By Eqs. (34) and (33) applied to S, we see that ,(F(R(Q))) is a comple-
ment of (z) in C(S); so using Eq. (44) at the last step,
Hub(S)$,(Hub(R(Q)))$
Hub(R(Q))
Ker , & Hub(R(Q))
$Hub(R(Q)).
We deduce that if z supports N in R, then Hub(S) is a copy of Hub(R(Q))
in R containing z. This proves the forward implication.
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Before proving the converse, we note that if R$Hub(R(Q)), then
R=S=Hub(S)=(b1 , ..., bk , z). Moreover, ,: R(Q)  S induces an
isomorphism , : Hub(R(Q))  R which maps ci F(R(Q)) to bi and
wF(R(Q)) to z. By the same argument, if 1, b$1 , ..., b$k is another normalised
N-concordant sequence with respect to z, then there is an isomorphism
, $: Hub(R(Q))  R which maps ci F(R(Q)) to b$i and wF(R(Q)) to z. There-
fore, :=, $, &1 is an automorphism of R which fixes z and maps b i to b$i .
Conversely, if , is any automorphism of R, then (since z is the only central
involution in R) the sequence 1, ,(b1), ..., ,(bk) is a normalised N-concor-
dant sequence in R with respect to z.
Now suppose there is a homomorphic injection : Hub(R(Q))  R
whose image contains z. Let y be the unique central involution of
Hub(R(Q)). Then we must have z=( y). Choose a maximal elementary
abelian direct factor F(R(Q)) of
R(Q)$(c1 , ..., ck , w | w2=1, wc i=ciw, c2i =w
qii, cjci=cic jwqij) ,
and let \: R(Q)  Hub(R(Q)) be defined by \(c)=cF(R(Q)). Set ,= b \.
By construction, ,(w)=z, and the sequence ,(c1), ,(c2), ..., ,(ck) is N-con-
cordant with respect to z and R. K
Remark 8.1. The proof of Lemma 8.3 gives a way to construct an
N-concordant sequence in Hub(R(Q)). Begin with the presentation
R(Q)$(c1 , ..., ck , w | w2=1, wc i=ciw, c2i =wqii, cjci=cic jwqij) .
Choose a maximal elementary abelian direct factor F(R(Q)). Then
Hub(R(Q))$(c1 , ..., ck , w | w2=1, wc i=ciw, c2i =w
qii, cjci=cicjwqij, c=1
if c # F(R(Q))) ,
and c1 , c2 , ..., ck (rewritten8 in terms of a minimal generating set for
Hub(R(Q))) is an N-concordant sequence in Hub(R(Q)).
8.3. Proof of Theorem 7.1
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Combining Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 proves all but
uniqueness when 2n=|T |. In this case, R$T, and there can be only one
choice for the central involution z in R. By Lemma 8.1, we may write any
cocyclic system of M-concordant OD(n, 1ki) in the form
{D i= :
li
u=1+li&1
xuP fau } i=1, 2, ..., m= ,
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8 The canonical epimorphism from R(Q) to Hub(R(Q)) with kernel equal to F(R(Q)) maps
the sequence c1 , c2 , ..., ck to an N-concordant sequence in Hub(R(Q)).
where the sequence a1 , ..., alm is N-concordant with respect to z in R, and
f is a cocycle in C(z, R). Negating x1 if necessary, we may force a1=1. To
form the designs, we must (0) label the rows and columns with the
elements of G, (1) choose a normalised N-concordant sequence with
respect to z in R, (2) choose a transversal D of (z) in R, and (3) choose
a projection ? from R to G. If we form two systems by varying step (0)
only, then we obtain equivalent systems since the second system may be
obtained by permuting the rows and columns of the first system. If we vary
step (1) only, then, by Lemma 8.3, there is an automorphism of R mapping
the second sequence to the first. So the two systems are equivalent. If we
vary step (2) only, then we can recover the first system from the second,
by negating some rows and columns and indeterminates. Now consider
varying step (3) only. Suppose the cocycles e and f are in C(D, z, R). Then
there is an automorphism of G such that e= f: . Identify R with E( f ), and
suppose (xu , cu) corresponds to au in R. Then
Peau=P
e
(xu , cu)
=[cu $axub f:(a, xu)]a, b # G=[$
:(a)
r ]a, r P
f
(:(xu), cu)
[$r:(b)]s, b .
So the sequence of elements in R corresponding to the elements (:(xu), cu)
in E( f ) is a normalised N-concordant sequence in R. Therefore, we may
replace e by f at the expense of changing the N-concordant sequence. This
puts us in the situation (already dealt with) where only step (1) is
varied. K
8.4. Two Special Cases
Proof of Theorem 7.2. We apply Theorem 7.1. In order to do so, it is
sufficient to determine the isomorphism class of Hub(R(Q)). The group
R(Q) is determined by the matrix Q which is in turn determined by the
matrix N(M, k). In this case, M is the identity matrix of dimension 1, and
N is Jk&Ik ; so Q is the the (k&1)_(k&1) upper triangular matrix
Q=_
1
0
b
0
1
1
. . .
} } }
} } }
. . .
0
1
1
b
1& .
Our approach will be to calculate the integer ;(R(Q)) and the number
!(R(Q)) of order four elements in R(Q). Applying equations (34) and (35)
then gives the isomorphism class of R(Q) and hence that of Hub(R(Q)).
We have
P#Q+QT#Jk&1+Ik&1 (mod 2).
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So
Ker P={( (1, ..., 1))0
k#0 (mod 2),
k#1 (mod 2).
Moreover,
(1, ..., 1) Q(1, ..., 1)T#{01
k#0, 1 (mod 4),
k#2, 3 (mod 4).
So, by Proposition 5.4(2), we obtain
;(R(Q))={10
k#0 (mod 4),
k#1, 2, 3 (mod 4).
Furthermore, if x has weight w, then xQxT#w(w+1)2 (mod 2). So, by
Proposition 5.4(1), we have the following computation in which i denotes
a complex square of minus one:
!(R(Q))=2 :
w#1, 2(4) \
k&1
w +
=(1+1)k&1&((1+i)(1+i)k&1+(1&i)(1&i)k&1)2
=2k&1&- 2k (ei?k4+e&i?k4)2
=2k&1&- 2k cos ?k4. K
Example 8.1. We construct the cocyclic OD(4; 14) with smallest group
R. Here
N=_
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0& Q=_
1 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 1& P=_
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0&
and
R(Q)=(b1 , b2 , b3 , z | b21=b
2
2=b
2
3=z,
b1 b2=b2b1 z, b3b2=b2 b3 z, b3b1=b1b3 z)
The kernel of P is ( (1, 1, 1)), so by Eq. (39) the elements b1b2b3=b(1, 1, 1)
and b(1, 1, 1)z are the only central non-identity elements in R(Q). Moreover,
(1, 1, 1) Q(1, 1, 1)T#0 (mod 2). So, by Eq. (38), b (1, 1, 1) and b(1, 1, 1)z are
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the only central involutions in R(Q). Therefore we may take (b1 b2 b3) as
our complement of (z) in C(R(Q)). By Remark 8.1,
Hub(R(Q))=(b1 , b2 , b3 , z | b21=b
2
2=b
2
3=z, b1b2=b2b1z, b3b2=b2b3z,
b3b1=b1b3z, b1 b2 b3=1)
=(b1 , b2 , z | b21=b
2
2=z, b1b2=b2b1 z)
$Q8 ,
and the sequence 1, b1 , b2 , b1b2 is a normalised N-concordant sequence in
Hub(R(Q)). Factoring out by (z), we obtain the indexing group
G=(a1 , a2 , z | a21=a
2
2=1, a1a2=a2a1) $Z2_Z2 .
To construct the design, we may choose any cocycle in C(z, R(Q)). Let {
be the transversal map which maps ar to br. Then either of the Eqs. (36)
and (37) may be used to compute f{(ar, as). For reference later, we denote
this cocycle by f4 . With the indexing order 1, a1 , a2 , a1a2 , the inversion
matrix given by Eq. (40) is
U=_
1
0
0
0
0
&1
0
0
0
0
&1
0
0
0
0
&1&
and, as per Lemma 8.1, the resulting design is
U(aP1+bPb1+cPb2+dPb1b2)=_
a
b
c
d
b
&a
&d
c
c
d
&a
&b
d
&c
b
&a& .
Proof of Theorem 7.3. The proof of Theorem 7.3 is similar to that of
Theorem 7.2. In this case, Q is an (s+t&1)_(s+t&1) upper-triangular
matrix with above diagonal entries all equal to 1. The first t&1 diagonal
entries of Q equal 1, and the remaining s are 0. So P=Q+QT is the matrix
Js+t&1&Is+t&1 . Calculations similar to those in the proof to Theorem 7.2
yield
;(R(Q))={1 k#0 (mod 4),0 otherwise,
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and
!(R(Q))= :
w1&w2#1, 2(4)
2 \t&1w1 +\
s
w2 +=2s+t&1&- 2s+t cos
?
4
(s&t). K
Example 8.2. We construct two amicable OD(4; 12) with the same
cocycle for smallest group R. This time
N=_
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0& Q=_
1 1 1
0 0 1
0 0 0& P=_
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0&
and
R(Q)=(b1 , b2 , b3 , z | b21=z, b
2
3=b
2
3=1, b1b2=b2b1 z,
b3b2=b2 b3z, b3b1=b1b3 z)
The kernel of P is ( (1, 1, 1)) , and (1, 1, 1) Q(1, 1, 1)T#0 (mod 2); so
again we may take F(R(Q))=(b1b2 b3) . Thus
Hub(R(Q))=(b1 , b2 , b3 , z | b21=z, b
2
2=b
2
3=1, b1b2=b2b1z,
b3b2=b2b3 z, b3b1=b1b3z, b1 b2 b3=1)
=(b1 , b2 , z | b21=z, b
2
2=1, b1b2=b2b1z)
$D8 .
The designs correspond to the pairs of elements 1, b1 and b2 , b1 b2 . The
indexing group is
G=(a1 , a2 , z | a21=a
2
2=1, a1a2=a2a1) $Z2_Z2 .
Taking { to be the transversal map which sends ar to br, and indexing by
elements 1, a1 , a2 , a1a2 in that order, the corresponding collection cocycle
f may be tabulated as
_
1
1
1
1
1
&
&
1
1
1
1
1
1
&
&
1 & .
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The corresponding designs shown below with the same indexing may be
read off the cocycle matrix above:
_
a
b
0
0
b
&a
0
0
0
0
a
b
0
0
&b
a & _
0
0
c
d
0
0
&d
c
c
d
0
0
d
&c
0
0 & .
9. REMOVING THE ZEROS
Proof of Theorem 7.4. Set K=Z t2 , and let f $ be the product cocycle
f_h defined in the statement of the theorem. Let f : G_G  Z2 be a cocycle
in C(z, R). Suppose M has order m, and suppose the set S=[D1 , ..., Dm]
of OD(n; 12t) is the M-concordant system with cocycle f. For i=0, ..., m, set
li=2
ti, and let N=(nst) be the matrix N(M, k1 , ..., km). By Eq. (41), there
exist elements a1 , ..., alm of E( f ) such that
Di= :
li
s=1+li&1
ys P fas . (45)
Notice that if as equals (xs , &1) for some x # G, then we may negate ys and
replace as by (xs , 1); so we will assume that for each s=1, ..., lm , we have
as=(xs , 1) for some xs # G.
Now let :1 , ..., :lm be a sequence of elements in K such that, for each
i=1, ..., m, the set [:j | j=li&1+1, ..., li] equals K. Let the map : [ Q: be
the regular representation. Set
Ei= :
li
s=li&1+1
( ysHP f(xs , 1)_Q:s). (46)
Our immediate goal is to confirm that this matrix is cocyclic with cocycle
f $. By Proposition 6.1(5), we may write H as U f x # G g(x) P f(x, 1) . Since
for any s, we may define a map gs : G  Z2 so that
:
x # G
g(x) P f(x, 1)P
f
(xs , 1)
= :
x # G
gs(x) P f(x, 1) ,
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the design Ei may be written as
Ei=(U f_I2t) :
x # G
:
li
s=li&1+1
ys gs(x)(P f(x, 1)_Q:s).
By Eq. (40) and Proposition 6.2(3), we have U f_I2t=U f_Uh=U f_h. By
Proposition 6.1(3), we have Q:=Ph(:, 1) , and by Proposition 6.2(2), we
have P f(xs , 1)_P
h
(:, 1)=P
f_h
(xs:, 1)
. So there is a map g^: G_H  [\yj | j=
1, ..., lm] such that
Ei=U f $ :
: # H
:
x # G
g^(x:) P f $(x:, 1) .
Hence Ei is cocyclic with cocycle f $, and all its entries are non-zero. The
following calculation verifies that that Ei is an OD(2tn; n2
t
):
Ei E Ti =\ :
li
u=li&1+1
yuHP fau _Q:u+\ :
li
v=li&1+1
yvP fav&1 H
T_Q:v+
=:
u
y2uHP
f
au
P fau&1 H
T_Q:u Q:u
+ :
u<v
yu yvH(P fau P
f
av
&1+P fav P
f
au
&1) H T_Q:uQ:v
=:
u
y2uHH
T_I2t
=nIn2t :
li
u=li&1+1
y2u .
Note that we used Lemma 8.1(1) to prove that the second summation in
the second step is zero. A similar calculation proves that
Dj DTi =(&1)
mij Di DTj  Ej E
T
i =(&1)
mij EiE Tj . K
Example 9.1. We cannot use the amicable OD(4; 12) obtained in
Example 8.2 because there is no Hadamard matrix with extension group
equal to D8 . However, if in Example 8.2, we do not factor out by F(R(Q)),
we obtain the following two amicable OD(8; 1, 1) with R=D8_Z2 :
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D1=
a b 0 0 0 0 0 0
b &a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 a &b 0 0 0 0
0 0 b a 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a &b 0 0
0 0 0 0 b a 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 &a &b
0 0 0 0 0 0 &b a
D2=
0 0 c 0 d 0 0 0
.
0 0 0 &c 0 &d 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 d 0
0 c 0 0 0 0 0 d
d 0 0 0 0 0 &c 0
0 d 0 0 0 0 0 &c
0 0 &d 0 c 0 0 0
0 0 0 d 0 &c 0 0
Here the cocycle is the collection cocycle for the presentation
R=(b1 , b2 , b3 , z | b21=z, b
2
2=b
2
3=1,
b1b2=b2b1z, b1b3=b3b1z, b2b3=b3b2z) .
We denote the cocycle by f8 . For this cocycle, we have (indexing the rows
and columns in the order 1, a1 , a2 , a1a2 , a3 , a1a3 , a2 a3 , a1a2a3)
U=
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 & 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 & 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Pb1=
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 & 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 & 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 & 0
Pb2=
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 & 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 &
0 0 0 0 & 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 & 0 0
Pb3=
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
.
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Let g: Z32  Z2 be the map with g(a1a3)= g(a1a2 a3)= &1 and g(x)=1
otherwise. Then let
H=U :
x # Z 2
3
g(x) Px=
1 1 1 1 1 & 1 &
.
1 & 1 & & & & &
1 & 1 & 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 & 1 & 1
1 1 & & 1 & & 1
& 1 1 & 1 1 & &
1 & & 1 1 1 & &
& & 1 1 1 & & 1
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FIG. 1. The resulting amicable OD(16; 8, 8) of Example 9.1 (where uppercase letters
represent negative values).
The construction in Eq. (46) then gives the amicable OD(16; 8, 8) shown in
Fig. 1. Let f16 denote the cocycle. By construction, the cocycle is f8 times
the trivial cocycle on Z2 . The extension group is D8_Z22 .
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10. ASYMPTOTIC EXISTENCE OF COCYCLIC HADAMARD
MATRICES
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. A number of the key ideas were
first introduced by Seberry in [16].
10.1. A Family of Orthogonal Designs with No Zeros
We now construct a series of cocyclic orthogonal designs which will be
used to prove Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 10.1. Let f be a cocycle in the equivalence class of 2-cocycles
determined by a central involution z in a finite group R. If there exists an
OD(m; a, b, c) with cocycle f for all nonnegative integers a, b, and c such that
a+b+c=n, then for all nonnegative integers A, B, and C, such that
A+B+C=2n there is an OD(16m; 8A, 8B, 8C) with cocycle f_f16 .
Proof. Suppose A, B, C are positive integers such that A+B+C=2n.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that A=2a, say, is even, and
that BC. Then 2nA=2a and 2n=A+B+CA+2B; so a+Bn,
and, by hypothesis, there is a cocyclic OD(m; a, B, n&a&B). Let the
respective indeterminates be x0 , x1 , x2 . Let X(u, v) and Y(x, y) be the
amicable cocyclic OD(16; 8, 8) constructed in Example 8.2. In the
OD(m; a, B, n&a&B) replace x1 by X(x1 , x2), x0 by Y(x0 , x0), and x2 by
Y(x2 , x2). This yields a cocyclic OD(16m; 16a, 8B, 16(n&a&B)+8B). By
Proposition 6.3, this matrix is cocyclic with cocycle f_f16 . Since A=2a
and C=B+2(n&a&B), we are done. K
Theorem 10.1. Let k be a positive integer. Suppose a+b+c=2k+1 for
non-negative integers a, b, c. There exists cocyclic OD(24k&2; 23k&3a,
23k&3b, 23k&3c) with cocycle f4_ f k&116 and OD(2
4k+2; 23k+1a, 23k+1b, 23kc,
23kc) with cocycle f4_ f k16 .
Proof. First obtain an OD(24k&2; 23k&3a, 23k&3b, 23k&3c) D on the
indeterminates x0 , x1 , x2 by applying Lemma 10.1 iteratively starting with
the cocyclic OD(4; 14). To obtain the OD(24k+2; 23k+1a, 23k+1b, 23kc, 23kc)
on the indeterminates x0 , x1 , x2 , x3 , make the following substitutions in
D: X(x0 , x0) for x0 , X(x1 , x1) for x1 and Y(x2 , x3) for x2 . K
10.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 10.2. Let q be any odd prime power and k be any nonnegative
integer. Suppose there are non-negative integers a and b such that
2k+1=a(q&3)+b(q+1). (47)
Let K be the group Ak+1 if q#1 (mod 4) and Ck+1 otherwise. Let z be the
central involution in K. Then there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(Eq_
Z2k2 _K ).
Proof. We first describe two classes of useful ‘‘plug-in’’ matrices. Let q
be an odd prime power, and let / be the quadratic character of the Galois
field GF(q): so if x # GF(q)&[0], then /(x)=x(q&1)2=\1. Then the
matrix C=[/(x& y)]x, y # GF(q) is trivially cocyclic over the elementary
abelian group of order q, and
CCT=qIq&Jq and CT=(&1)(q&1)2 C.
If q#1 (mod 4), define four (1, &1)-matrices by
X1=Jq&2Iq , X2=Jq , X3=Iq+C, and X4=Iq&C.
If q#3 (mod 4), set
Y1=_J&2IJ&2I
J&2I
2I&J& , Y2=_
J
J
J
&J& ,
Y3=_I+CI&C
I&C
&I&C& , Y4=_
I&C
I+C
I+C
&I+C& .
Note that the matrices X1 , X2 , X3 and X4 are cocyclic with extension group
equal to Eq_Z2 and cocycle fq , say, while the matrices Y1 , Y2 , Y3 and Y4
are cocyclic with extension group equal to Eq_Z4 and cocycle f2 _ fq , say.
For all i, j # [1, 2, 3, 4], we have
Xi X Tj =XjX
T
i and Yi Y
T
j =YjY
T
i .
Simple calculations show that
2aX1 X T1 +2bX2X
T
2 +c(X3 X
T
3 +X4 X
T
4 )
=2(Jq(a(q&4)+bq&c)+Iq(4a+(q+1) c))
2aY1 Y T1 +2bY2Y
T
2 +c(Y3 Y
T
3 +Y4 Y
T
4 )
=4(Jq(a(q&4)+bq&c)+Iq(4a+(q+1) c))_I2 .
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Now observe that if there exists non-negative integers a$ and b$ satisfying
Eq. (47), then there exist non-negative integers a and b satisfying Eq. (47)
and
2k+1=a(q&3)+b(q+1) and c=a(q&4)+bq0: (48)
for q{3, take a=a$ and b=b$; and for q=3, take a=0 and b=b$.
We are now ready to construct the required cocyclic Hadamard matrix.
Let a, b and c be the non-negative integers satisfying Eqs. (47) and (48).
Theorem 10.1 implies there exists an OD(24k+2; 23k+1a, 23k+1b, 23kc, 23kc)
with cocycle f4_ f k16 . If q#1 (mod 4), then replacing the indeterminates x i
by the matrices Xi yields a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of order 24k+2q with
cocycle f4_ f k16_ fq . The index group is Eq_Z
4k+2
2 and the extension
group is Eq_Z2k2 _Ak+1 . If q#3 (mod 4), then we use the matrices Yi to
produce a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of order 24k+3q with cocycle
f4 _ f k16_ f2_ fq . In this case, the index group is Eq_Z
4k+3
2 and the exten-
sion group is Eq_Z2k2 _Ck+1 . K
Now set l(3)=2. For p>3 any odd prime, set
:( p)={12
if p#1 (mod 4)
if p#3 (mod 4)
and l( p)=W2(log2 p)X&:( p).
Note that for all odd primes p
l( p)<2 log2 p.
We prove
Corollary 10.1. Let p be an odd prime and let m=W2 log2 pX&1.
Then there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, Zp_Z2(m&1)2 _Am) where z is the
unique central involution in Am .
Proof. We claim that for k+1=l( p), there exist non-negative integers
a and b satisfying Eq. (47). We prove the claim. For p=3, take a=0 and
b=1. Now suppose p is greater than 3. Sylvester proved the well-known
fact: ‘‘Given any two relatively prime positive integers x and y, every
integer
N>(x&1)( y&1) (49)
may be written in the form ax+by where a and b are nonnegative
integers.’’ Put x=( p&3)d and put y=( p+1)d where d=gcd( p&3,
p+1). Then the inequality (49) becomes
N>( p&d&3)( p&d+1)d 2.
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Since d=2:( p), we see that the condition (49) certainly holds for N=2l
where l=W2(log2 p&:( p))X. So there exist non-negative integers a and b
such that 2l+:( p)=d2l=a( p&3)+b( p+1). Now, if p#1 (mod 4), then
:( p)=1 and m=l+:( p); so, by Theorem 10.2, there is a Hadamard
cocycle in C(z, Zp_Z2(m&1)2 _Am). If p#3 (mod 4), then :( p)=2 and m=
l+:( p)+1. By Theorem 10.2, there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, Zp_
Z2(m&2)2 _Cm&1), where z is the unique central involution in Cm&1 . Since
Zp_Z
2(m&1)
2 _Am $Zp_(Z
2(m&2)
2 _Cm&1) hz (Z
2
2_Z4), Proposition 3.5
implies there is a Hadamard cocycle in C(z, Zp_Z2(m&1)2 _Am), where z is
the unique central involution in Am . K
Lemma 10.2. Any odd square-free order group can be factored into prime
order subgroups.
Proof. Any group S of odd order s is soluble, and any finite order
soluble group has a polycyclic presentation.9 Therefore, we may write s as
a product p1 } } } pk of primes pi in such a way that, for some non-negative
integers mi, j, l , mi, l<pl ,
S=( y1 , ..., yk | y pii = y
mi, i+1
i+1 y
mi, i+2
i+2 } } } y
mi, k
k
yj yi= yi y
mi, j, i+1
i+1 y
mi, j, i+2
i+2 } } } y
mi, j, k
k
for j>i and i=1, ..., k) .
Notice that if s is square-free, then for all i we have gcd( pi , pi+1 p i+2 } } } pk)
=1; so by taking appropriate powers of yi if needed, we can suppose that
y pii =1 and that ( yi) & ( yi+1 , ..., yk) =1. Therefore S may be constructed
by forming a sequence of semi-direct products with prime order groups. So
certainly S can be factored into prime order subgroups. K
Theorem 10.3. Let S be any group of odd order s which may be factored
into prime order subgroups. Then for any central extension T of Z2 by Zk2
containing both an extra-special 2-group of size at least 8s4 and a central
elementary abelian 2-group of size at least s4, there exists a cocyclic
Hadamard matrix with extension group equal to S_T.
Proof. By hypothesis, there exist subgroups S i $Zpi of S such that
S=S1 } ( } } } } (Sk&2 } (Sk&1 } Sk )) } } } ).
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9 See [14, Sections 9.3, 9.4] for a discussion of the relationship between soluble groups and
polycyclic groups and their polycyclic presentations.
For i=1, ..., k, set mi=W2 log2 pi X&1; set Ti=Z2(mi&1)2 _Ami ; and let z
denote the respective central involutions in Ami . Set m=
k
i=1 mi , and set
T=T1 z T2 z } } } z Tk ,
where we allow z to denote the central involution in T. Note that
T$Z2(m&k)2 _Am or Z
2(m&k)
2 _Bm ,
depending on whether k is even or odd. By Proposition 5.1, we have
S_T=(T1 hz (T2 hz } } } hz Tk))
_(S1 } (S2 } } } } (Sk&1 } Sk ) } } } ))
=(T1 _S1) hz ( (T2 hz } } } hz Tk)
_(S2 } } } } (Sk&1 } Sk ) } } } ))
=(T1 _S1) hz ((T2_S2) hz } } }
hz ((Tk&1 _Sk&1) hz (Tk_Sk)) } } } ).
By Corollary 10.1, for i=1, ..., k, there is a Hadamard cocycle in
C(z, Si _Ti); so, by Theorem 3.5, there is Hadamard cocycle in C(z, S_T ).
By Corollary 5.1, for l>m and r2(m&k), there is a Hadamard cocycle
in C(z, Si_K_Zr2), where K$Al , Bl or Cl and z is the central involution
in K. By Proposition 5.3 these are all the central extensions of Z2 by an
elementary abelian 2-group which contain both an extra-special 2-group of
order at least 22m+3 and an elementary abelian 2-group of order 22(m&k)+1.
The theorem now follows by noting that k1 and m<2 log2 s. K
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we must prove Theorem 1.1(2).
Proof. In the proof above, the group T has order 24m+1&2k where
m<2 log2 s and k1. So T has order no greater than
24m&1<28 log2 s&1<2w8 log2 sx.
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